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Early Forrest, Barramiunga, and Apollo Bay by G.A. Facey
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FORREST

Forrest was first settled in the early days, the sole industries being Sawmills.

It nestled at the foot of the Otways on the Barwon River, but now days farmers have cleared the flats
along the Barwon and dairying and fat stock production is the main source of income. Only one sawmill
is still in operation owned by Frizon Bros. and situated in Forrest Station.

There used to be a sawmill on every ridge and the railw?y opened in 1901 is no more as there was not
enough freight with the mill closing down.

The Forrest boys were great ones for a fight. The only thing to take precedence was their beer. On a
Saturday night after the football with a skillful of beer the mill hands used to work off their high spirits
with a few good fights. 1 remember Billy - if a stranger came Billy would challenge him to a fight. He
had a very peculiar way of fighting - rush in with his head down and both arms flailing like a windmill
and endeavour to knock his opponent down with his head. He was a hard worker, roped for Hayden all
the week then drank and fought all the weekend. I had to laugh at him one day, he was telling me "I've
had 45 fights and 45 hidings".

Poor old Billy is no longer with us as he turned a tractor over on himself and got crashed to death.

Talking of fighting brings back memories of a very special occasion. A chap named Frank Mulgrew
lived up at Mt. Sabine and was a raw boned tough and rough feller for Grants. He had a reputation of
being a nasty customer in a brawl, but suspect his size had a fair bit to do with it. Anyway a factory
"Holsen and Nielson", I think built a creamery at Forrest Station and put a chap named Parry in charge
of it. Now this Parry was also a fair lump of a man. How it came about I don't know, but Frank
l'efulgrew was going to fight Parry. Parry being a cagey sort of chap suggested they hire, Forrest Hall
and charge an admission for which they did.

On the big night they had a ring rigged up M. the centre of the hall and the locals all packed in to see the
local champ. Well Frank jogged in, climbed into -the ring an did quite a bit of trotting round the ring
vvith a lot of shadow sparring.

He got a great ovation, the locals reckoned he would kill Parry. Well just before the fight was timed to
start Parry sauntered in leisurely, climbed through the ropes and shook hands with Frank and removed his
coat. I might mention Frank was in shorts, singlet and sand shoes but Parry fronted up in his pants and
shirt. When the bell went Frank danced up to Parry in the centre of the ring. Well it was the shortest
fight ever seen in Forrest. Parry hit Frank and Frank hit the floor out cold. The locals were very
disappointed not only had a lot of them bet on Frank and also reckoned they never got their money's
worth, wanted it back, but Parry pocketed the door takings (the Purse).

One old identity I can't leave out. He was part of Forrest I refer of course to the late James Flinnegan, a
real peppery Irishman if ever there was one. Jim was a councillor and one day coming home from a
council meeting altho' there wasn't much motor traffic those days nearly got hit by a car on the sharp
bend near Whelan's farm so next council meeting suggested the council put stalls in the road on
approaches to all the sharp bends but his motion was defeated as he was the only one voted for it.

Make them beggarin well slow down he reckoned.

It was rather funny poor old Jim owned a farm at Forrest and was very indignant when he got fined for
Ragwort and Blackberries fancy fining a councillor he said.

Now, Jim was a bachelor and boarded at Paddy Hurley's pub at Forrest as did a chap named Mulheron
who was a devil of a fellow for having a bit of fun at someone else's expense. Well the night after Jim
had been fined at Court, when he said down at his usual place at the tea table here was a flower vase
right in front of him containing ragwort previously placed there by Mulheron then after Jim finished
blowing off steam, Mulheron passed Jim up ajar of blackberry jam. No doubt he was a tease he is the
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Mull mentioned in my previous book shadow sparring behind Johnie Hayden's back and old Johnie was
watching him in the reflection of the saw and turned round and said good display Mull took the wind out
of Mull for a while.

However mustn't finish with old Jim without mentioning he was a great worker for Forrest and really
wrapped up in any sport. He was always the official starter at any sports meeting for running and
chopping. Incidentally Forrest used to hold sports every year on the football ground the best show in the
whole district.

The football ground was ideal a flat sandy dry ground surrounded by banks for the spectators. It is
situated at Youger - a whistle stop on the now extinct Forrest - Birregurra line. Not to transgress any
further this particular sports day Jim as usual was the starter and all the choppers were on their logs.
Now the choppers are handicapped so many seconds behind according to their previous wins. Well this
day old Jim said all of your .... then bang went the starting pistol and Jim began to walk up the line of
choppers counting in seconds 1 ... 2 ... 3... 4... just then a stray dog rushed up and relieved itself on Jim's
leg. Go way dog. Go way dog then started hurriedly counting 5 . . 6. . 7. . 8 then when he reckoned he'd
caught up went counting 9 .... 10.... 11 .... 12.... 13.

Must mention the sideshows, merry-go-round for the kids, fairy floss etc. with various games of so called
skill - throwing money on numbers and throwing rings over prizes. Needless to say there were very few
winners. Also Puck Evans with his boxing tent wouldn't be sports without Puck.

One year he had an old bearded bloke he called Tomahawk Joe. Reckoned Joe had been lost at Cape
York Peninsula and lived with the blacks and they had taught him how to make snake bite cure out of
ferns. Said he had been bitten often, but must have been in a very private place as he omitted to display
any bite marks to us. Also never had any snakes to show us.

No doubt Puck was a trier. Next year he had an alleged Maori dancing on broken glass and roaring like
a couple of mad bulls - supposed to be doing a Haiki. I got a close look at the (broken) glass. It was
bottoms of beer battles with the rough and sharp parts filed off them. However 1 never before or since
heard one man make so much noise on his own.

Dogs were barking, kids howling and quite a few horses broke loose and careered round the arena. The
limb of the law intervened again or 'no one would have had a horse to drive or ride home.

Poor old Puck never had any luck with any of his crown catches, however his boxing tent was filled each
bout. How those Forrest boys loved a fight and he collected quite a few shekels for the day.

One funny incident happened one day the train was crossing a bridge just near Forrest and this chap fell
out. They raced him into Birregurra hospital and he was laying on the bed dead to the world with his
poor old mother crying her eyes out. She reckoned he was dying.

The doctor arrived some time later and giving the chap a good check over - verdict was he's all right. Be
o.k. in the morning - only dead drunk. Actually wasn't his fault as he very seldom drank, but some of the
boys had poured quite a few into him at the football and he hadn't had any lunch.

He is still alive and well. I bet I get a roasting when I see him after he reads this. I mentioned in my
previous book Lofty Trew with the peg leg. Well when Lofty sat on the toilet his peg leg used to stick
straight out, he couldn't shut the door. Well he's sitting there one evening and the policemarovas chasing
one of the local lads through Lofty's vegetable garden. Lofty reckons the young bloke was two cabbages
in front of the policeman.

George lived at Forrest and someone asked him why all the pickets were missing off his front fence. Well
it's this way said George, when I come home unexpected and pull a picket off the fence. Knock on the
front door then run around the back I always catch some B he said.

There was one very odd character could fight like a thrashing machine and every now and then a direction
would come to Forrest Police Station to collect overdue maintenance from this chap. Somewhere in his
strange mind he blamed the Police for all his troubles and used to brawl with them when ever they came
to collect it. He was a terribly powerful man and used to take three policeman to handle him. The usual
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procedure - the local policeman would get two police to come out from Geelong and the three of them

would go to his farm and collect the money after a big fight.

A new constable came to Forrest - Constable Gibson a mounted trooper - and a rather small man.

Unfortunately his predecessor had omitted to warn him about this particular bloke. Day after arriving,

got a summons to collect maintenance from this bloke - so mounted his horse and rode out. As usual

with mounted police in the country those days he was dressed casually in riding pants and leggings - a

tweed jacket and a cloth cap. Anyway he rode into this chap's farm and asked bloke if he was Mr. so and

so. Yes he replied who are you? I'm constable Gibson - new policemen at Forrest and have come to

collect maintenance from you. Bloke looked at him and said you are the first bloke who's ever been game

to come on his own. I'll give it to you without a fight. Ever after that used to hand it over to Constable

every time he went out. Constable reckons he was lucky he wouldn't have gone on his own first time if he

had heard this bloke's reputation.

It was a pity this chap evidently had some pressure on his brain or something. One day he was riding

along the road and chap with me asked him the time. Buy your own watch was his reply. He owned a

beautiful farm at Gerangamete about 5 miles from Forrest and strode into the bank in Colac and wanted

to withdraw all his money out. Quite a large sum - and demanded it in notes. They rushed round and

stacked it all up on the counter where our friend promptly counted it. It's right he said now put it back in,

I just wanted to make sure you had it all. He eventually bought a Buick car and paid cash for it in one

pound notes. They reckoned said notes appeared and smelt as tho they had been buried in the ground for

some time. Poor old chap was eventually found dead at his farm. He lived on his own and had been dead

about a fortnight or so when they found him. It's a great pity as whatever was wrong in his head always
reckoned the whole world was against him.

In his young days had been a very good footballer. Must leave him now and go on further. A chap
named Gale bought a new T model Ford. He was very proud of it and parked it outside the hall on the
Saturday nights. While he was in the hall some of the locals lifted it up and put a block under the axle.
'When Billy came out to go home cranked her up and stamped on appropriate pedals but in spite of
revving the engine up car wouldn't move. Eventually vibrated off the block and took off with a plunge
like an unbroken horse. The car being surrounded by curious spectators had some near misses I suspect
our friend Mulheron may have had a hand in it as he never missed an opportunity to play a joke on
someone.

I must mention one old bloke of Upper Gellibrand between Forrest and Barramunga. He and his
neighbour were bitter enemies and one day he spots a pig wandering round his paddock so promptly got
the gun and shot it then went across to the neighbour grinning from ear to ear and demanded he remove
said pig. The chap denied it was his pig and when old bloke checked his sty found one of ins own pigs
had got out and he had shot his own pig.

At Forrest rail station there was a large turntable for turning the engines round as Forrest was the end of
the line. Some children were playing on it one day turning it round and riding on it and one poor
unfortunate got his legs caught and cut off.

Below Mt. Sabine down past Barramunga is a beautiful valley of timber surrounding the East Barwon.
Colossal timber had kept various sawmills in logs for at least two generations. The Geelong Water Trust.
surveyed it and found by erecting a weir just above Forrest could trap miles of beautiful water. That was
done and today we are using that water not only in Geelong, but at Torquay, Anglesea etc.

A beautiful view can be had of it just past Barramunga on the Apollo Bay Road. Well as it started to fill
tops of broken off trees etc. were showing above the water so the Trust engaged a chap with a boat to
blow these with gelignite. The procedure was to tie the boat to a tree, drill a hole and plug a stick of
Gelli. with fuse then untie boat, light fuse and quickly row away. Well this day chap forgot to untie boat
before lighting fuse. Talk about a ruckus - he ended in water boat at bottom of dam and bloke bruised
and sore with hardly any clothes on. It was very noticeable he didn't tie boat to any more trees. I must
mention Billie Hutchinson - he was a tally man at Forrest Rail Station for donkey's ages. He was part of
Forrest. He had a great sense of humor and his main claim to fame was regailing all and sundry with his
humorous risque stories. It was he who gave me the credit for the highest and most consistent tally ever
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to come into Forrest in any twelve months. By Jove they were beautiful logs I was sawing for Borch and
Horner at the time. Dick had 4 loads a day and two on Saturday. Loads usually having about 3,000
odd super feet on them. Old Dick was a great one to run to a system. One load at 10 o'clock one at
lunch time one at 3 o'clock and one at 5.

A lot of timber to cut on a handle bench. Wish I was as fit now. Dick as I said ran everything on a
system and knowing he had a beautiful farm at Pirrum Yallock I asked him why he didn't run the farm
systematically. He said you can't run a farm on a system - we decided to get the hay in today and the
b bull got out. No he said I rent my farm and it is my fixed deposit. You had cut perfect timber, but
anything a bit out of plum he would fix straight away. He had the name of being hard and used to roar
some of the useless blokes up but never interfered with me.

I left him to go in partnership with ECUs but unfortunately we got burnt out in 1939 fires.

Can't write about Forrest without mentioning football. The world could come to an end but had to have
their football. Bill Hayden, Senior - father of Bill and Joe was really rapt if a stranger asked him for a
job. He'd ask if he could play football and if the bloke said he could he told him to start on the Monday
even if the bloke had never seen a mill in his life.

The lady barrackers used to get really worked up and often an umbrella brawl would develop between
two lady supporters. One day a visiting police sergeant was there in civilian clothes and he started
barracking a lady supporter. Your team won't get a kick this quarter he said. By God you will then she
said and gave him a kick in the tail.

One funny incident comes to mind in the very early days. All passenger transport was by horse drawn
coach, but later replaced by passenger buses still in operation today.

One day on the coach amongst the passengers were a couple of pretty girls and this local lad was doing
his best to spark them as they say.

Tney were driving along when he spotted a Koala bear up a tree.

Getting the driver to stop he ran to the tree and started hammering on it with the stones.

Usually when you did that the Koala would emit cries very similar to a baby crying. This day the Koala
urinated right down all over the chap. Talk about stink, that was the end of his romance as they made
him sit at the back of the coach for the rest of the journey.

Old Jack's wife was a very religious person and old Jack used to play the organ in church on a Sunday
morning. One Saturday some of the boys got him drunk and dumped him on his verandah then threw
blue metal onto the roof till his wife came out then took off.

Gee she did go crook. You are a sinner she said and get the devil's brew out of you. She purged poor old
Jack all Saturday afternoon and Saturday night old Jack didn't have anything left inside him. She
certainly purged the devil brew out of him. It was a very pale washed out contrite man who crept into the
organ on the Sunday morning.

Eventually the Frizon boys constructed a very up to date modem mill in the station yard at Forrest.
Although there were a lot of mills operating round Forrest in the old days this is the only mill operating
there today. Poor old Alf was hit by a car and killed at Belmont so didn't see how his little spot mill had
grown.

They say a little trickle eventually grows into a river. It certainly did with Alf.
One time there was a pretty severe earth tremor went through the Otways blocking a valley above Forrest
about 3 chain of the road to Apollo Bay dropped a couple of chain and a fairly large section in the pine
plantation at Beech Forest just dropped pines and all.

The road was quickly repaired by our own Tiger Evans, but where the valley was blocked above Forrest
a large lake formed Someone suggested calling it Lake that being the name of the current
policeman at Forrest. Gee didn't he go crook, but the local boys not being overly fond of him still called
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it that and a lot of sightseers kept arriving and when they would ask for directions would tell the
m to go

and ask Policeman where lake was.

By gee he used to go crook. He never was a friendly type and didn't get on too well with the local boys.

Not like Constable Gibson mentioned earlier - altho' small in stature all man in every way and well

thought of and highly respected by everyone. He did a marvellous job handling things at Forrest which
 I

might mention was a real wild west town at that period. We had various policemen over the years.

Constable Gibson used to often cut the hair for the boys.

We had quite a few different policeman. I don't think too many of them were anxious to overstay their

allotted time.

One funny incident comes to mind this chap who had originally been a policeman was cutting pulp and 
on

putting his hand under a log was bitten by a snake on the end of his finger. I don't swear to the truth of

this, but quite a few of the locals vowed the snake died of blood poisoning two days later.

I remember at Forrest sports one year they held a maiden trotting event. One chap owned a pony -

terrific trotter - never known to break and she had won every trotting event in the surrounding district and

was a very long way removed from a maiden. A chap called Jimmy borrowed her from him - hogged 
her

main and clipped her all over and then entered her in the maiden trot as his property with a different

name. Naturally she romped home but being recognised was disqualified. jimmy was very lucky he

never got a good hiding out of it as the locals loved sport, but always believed in a fair go. A very

contemptible way to try to get a few lousy quid.

Incidentally talking of horses - all the police those days were mounted men and used to usually dress

casually and only recognised as a policeman by their well groomed beautiful horse.

There was one hard case - an Irishman never stack for an answer. One day the priest ran into him and

started to reprimand him, haven't seen you at Mass lately Pat. No said Pat, by the time I do all my work

I have to rest of a Sunday. I suffer with Lumbago terrible. Your own fault said the priest, your drinking

and bad habits are the cause of your Lumbago. Sure said Pat, I noticed in the paper last week the Pope is

suffering with Lumbago too.

An old chap was cutting poles on the side of the pipeline road and being stone deaf used to answer

everyone the same. The chaps came along the usual rim of conversation used to be Good day. Do you

think it will rain etc to which the old bloke had his stock answers as he couldn't hear a word. This

stranger wanted to know the way to Forrest and he answered may rain this evening. Which is the road to

Forrest and he answered may rain this evening. Which is the road to Forrest? Have to leave a bit of

barkon so they are messmate for the PMG said the old chap. Bloke got wild then and made a very rude

suggestion to the old bloke, what he could do with the pole, naturally our deaf friend couldn't hear him

but gave his stock answer. Yes up to that knot and cut it off.

Would like to mention Jimmy liviulgrew, a younger brother of Frank mentioned previously. Their father

was originally a bullock driver living about half way between Mt. Sabine and Barramunga and like

everyone else those times had a pretty hard time of it.

Frank was a big arrogant bloke not given to much co-operation with his workmates, but Jimmy was a

different type of chap altogether great little worker, a bonzer mate and as straight as a die. 1. worked with

both of them at one valley sawmilling in the depression. Used to be amused at Jimmy of a night. Used to

kick his boots off and run round in his bare feet. Had feet like a blackfellow. He eventually got married

but unfortunately lost his first wife and married again. His bride being related to Grants who were

farmers at Gerangamete. Eventually the locals coerced Jimmy to stand for the Shire and he polled 100%.

Everyone knows how straight he was and he made an excellent councillor.

He later became manager of Sharps mill when they erected it in Forrest station yard. No doubt he will

be enjoying his retirement now. A real man's man if ever there was one.

Must mention Martin Knudson always coming up with some invention. Long before the days of

bulldozers old Martin rigged up an old car with an extra pair of wheels then put a belt on each side with

short pieces of 2 x 1 nailed on them for driving through the mud.
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Well ahead of his time - a similar idea to the half track tractor by the Ford Motor Co. years later.
Another of his invention was a saw bench on a bank near the road with a wire rope between two trees
with two pulleys on it. He would hoist a long saplings on to a couple of slings attached to pulleys and
slide saplings along nipping foot, blocks off it which would drop down into truck on road. I forget what
his tally was but certainly took the hard work out of wood cutting. At a later date he hired the water
wheel mill at Wimba owned by Jack McDonald and traded under the name Otway sawmills, but didn't
make much of a success of it and didn't operate for very long. Can't write this book without mentioning
Alf Frizon and his wife. They were part of Forrest Alf working at Henry's mill and Mrs. Frizon
operating a fruit shop and milk bar in the main street. Time went on and Alf decided to have a 20 on his
own so he got a local garageman Frank Shepherd to rig up an old car engine with pulley and governors
and with a little bench began sawmilling, cutting saplings, pulling same into mill with one horse three or
four at a time. Alf reckons he was doing alright if he got one piece of timber and a couple of palings out
of each log. Alf stuck with it and eventually he and his two sons built up to quite a fair sized mill
situated on the side of the road just on the edge of Forrest towards Barramunga.

Well Forrest is now a quiet little village without the bustle and activity of the old days. I worked round
that area in my young days on the mills and had quite a few good mates.

Unfortunately quite a few of them have since crossed the great divide, but it brings back a lot of happy
memories of the past writing this book.

BARRAMUNGA

The beginning of the Otway Ranges a few miles above Forrest. The terminus of the railway, the line had
been previously intended to go through to Apollo Bay, but was only surveyed up the valley below

-.Barramunga where- it was found the forbidding hill went straight up amongst the clouds and it was
decided to terminate it at Forrest. This valley below Barramunga was the site of a sawmill which
operated for years on the beautiful dense timber. It was owned and operated by Alex Sanderson till the
time when a bridge collapsed under the loco with a load of timber killing both him and one of his sons, It
must have processed millions of feet of timber as years after the colossal sawdust heap could be plainly
seen from the Forrest Apollo Bay road right up till recently when the valley was dammed for water
supply and water covered all trace of it. A large deputation waited on the railway commissioners urging
them to. ,extend the line to Barramunga as there were a lot of sawmills there it being noted for quality
and density of timber and said timber having to be hauled by bullock wagon or wooden horse tram lines
to Forrest. One of the most persistent advocates for the railway was a sawmiller known as Cocky
Robbins and although I knew him as a boy when he later shifted his mill to Stakker in the heart of the
Otway I never heard him referred to or called anything but Cocky. Thou small in statue he was a very
aggressive sort of gentleman and many a tale went round on his sacking of employees (see Otway
Timber Mills) There were some colossal trees at Barramunga C. L. Forrest MLA. measured one and it
had a circumference of 6411 6 inches 8ft above ground level and a shire engineer measured a tree on the
ground 329 ft. of barrels to where the top had broken off. I have been told the Otway Ranges was the
only part of this area that hadn't been under the sea in ages past.

I do 'mow sharks teeth, shells and starfish were all preserved in the lime kilns at Kawarren-. The only true
I have personally heard of and seen where a record was kept of a true was at Grants Mill at Barramunga
approx. 1930 cutting 16,000 super ft. of 6 x 1, but no doubt there were bigger trees than this, but
unfortunately no one kept a record of same.

The soil is very fertile having been enriched for centuries with rotting vegetation. I was told by one
farmer he was digging a stump out and had to go to a depth of 6 ft. and still found black fertile soil.
At the Glenrowan Railway station where the Kelly Gang had held up the town a Mr. Curnow the local
school master went down the line and warned the police train coming from Melbourne the Kelly's had
torn up part of the line. His courageous deed saved the train smash and thereby a fearful carnage and
deaths. Amongst some of his pupils were the Gardener family and he awarded an Honour Card, to Cabb
Gardiner on completion of schooling when he moved with his parents to the Otway in 1883, He with his
parents set out to carve a home in the virgin. bush.
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Calib and his brother decided to break in a bullock team as that being the only mode of haulage in that
area. They had many problems amongst them being breaking in a pair of leaders. They eventually
bought a pair and from then on things went well with them.

The Barramunga Hotel was originally owned by Mark Whitcombe who leased it to Stephenson.

Unfortunately it was destroyed by fire and when rebuilt was known as the junction hotel.. George
Simmons was eventually owner and added twelve rooms in 1920. Sam Gilbert leased it and according
to the bedroom book there was never a spare bed. Periodically the constable from either Birregurra or
Apollo Bay, would inspect the book and sign. (apparently correct) Meals were one shilling each. Often
80 men lined up for meals.

Board was available at twenty five shillings per week with five shillings extra if washing of clothes were
required.

There were many road camps the largest having 300 tents. The work was hard and wages not very high.
Perce Simmons used to cart the beer per Bullock wagon. He was a great bullocky and very happy go
lucky chap. I worked with him in later years at Smedley mill and old Perce never seemed to worry about
anything.

Unfortunately like a lot of the early folk from the pioneering he has crossed the great divide.

Bob Telford was the last owner of the Barramunga hotel in the depression years 1929 and surrender the
licence for eight hundred pound and sold the premises said premises being used as a residence and store.
It is still operating as such with a modern touch a petrol bawser as nowadays a beautiful bitumen road
passes the door connecting Apollo Bay with Colac.

An eye opener for some of the early pioneers if they could come back. Before the event of the car and
made roads Bernie Leebeck held the fastest time Barramunga to Forrest down the old dirt coach road in
20 minutes. Butter was very cheap those times and the late Paddy Whelan used to grease his dray and
wagon axle with butter as it was cheaper than grease. Bill Gilholm and Barry Mularew were the crack
bullockies o this locality.

Although I didn't know these gentleman personally I had heard a lot about them. I know Barney's son
Jimmie and worked with him at Aire Valley Sawmills:, He was a very good worker and a great mate
who later became a shire councillor and was always known for his honest and upright dealing. I might
mention in passing Jimmie went close to killing me at the Aire Valley Mill. I was oiling the top saw
standing straddle legged over the 6 ft. bottom saw when he let the engine go. There I was over a
revolving saw, till they stopped the engine. He had a tough life as a boy as those were tough and hard
times.

One time as a kid his father bought a jersey bull at Colac and Jimmie had to lead it on foot all the way to
where they lived about six miles past Barramunga. I must mention the late Paddy Harrington he won
more chopping events than anyone else I remember. The two minute silence at a sports meeting is a
tribute to him on his death. He died from blood poisoning. Also the Cashin bros. were great choppers.

Caleb Gardiner with others came to live at Barramunga in 1883 but had been in the Otway area since
1876. His son Caleb Jun. being 13 years old at the time. He became bedridden at about 61 years of age
and then let his son Norman take over the farm. No doubt these early pioneers must have had a heart like
a lion, nobody but themselves knew the frustration and heartbreak they went through. Get a few acres
cleared and grassed and a home and a few bead of stock when along would come the forest fires taking
all before them and-only leave smouldering ruins losing their home and all their possessions and watch
their live stock burnt alive. The only shelter for themselves being a dugout under a bank, even the water
in the cracks would boil.

Norm Gardiner told me that in the 1919 fires they only had time to rush into their dugout, didn't even
have time to unyoke the team of bullocks, said bullocks being burnt alive in their yokes. Not deterred
they would start again working for the council on the roads and in their spare time working on their farms
clearing and burning logs and stoving out the stumps to get a bit of land cleared for grass for their stock.
We can't even visualise what these early pioneers went through.
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The timber was that thick at Barramunga that one chap told me when he first started to clear his property

he fell all the trees on part of it and could walk for half, a mile without once not being on a log. At odd

times children or their parents would come lost looking for the cows, said cows wandering for miles to

feed on wire grass in the bush. Often a search party would go out looking for them and great joy and

relief when they were fbund. One evening a lady who had gone searching for her cows was missing and a

search organised. Now as per usual a drizzly rain set in and she had taken shelter in a hollow tree and

stepped out just as a young chap came up gee he did go swore he saw a ghost.

In no time the hills reclothed themselves with trees and scrub , the fire cracking the seed and ashes giving

a fine bed for them to take root in. Norm Gardener showed me a beautiful patch of young ash on his

property, said hill being under grass up until the 1939 fires when the seed matured. No doubt these

beautiful trees will be a great asset to his son Wayne, when they mature.

Norms wife May a very kind hearted person, nursed Caleb Jun. until his life ended in July 1946. A big

step forwarded for the early settlers were the separators prior to that the milk used to be set out in bowls

then the cream skimmed off.

The only implements the early sealers had were an axe, crosscut saw and pick & shovel.

As 1 mentioned in my previous books the late Ted Casper was the most gifted man I ever knew. He

could make anything out of iron only using his humble blacksmith shop and anvil. He once entered a

competition for the most useful article made out of rubbish. I can't recall what it was he made, it was out

of two old railway spikes, anyway the judges at the Beech Forest show wouldn't believe he had made it

and wouldn't give him first prize reckoned he had bought the article and it had been machine made. He,

used to also make a lot of articles out of blackwood -fiddle back and one of his violins was bought and

sent home to Scotland. 1 often regret I never got one, but got a walking stick with a snake carved round it

out of fiddleback.

if you turn the stick round in the sun you would swear a snake was crawling up it. He could do anything

in a mill and in 1938 was filing for me at Borch and Homers Apollo Bay.

Life revolved around the school when all the locals would get together and hold a dance followed by a

monster supper supplied by the local housewives who would vie with each other with batches of scones,

cakes etc.

although there was a lot of hardship and tragedy at times humorous incidents, like the time I would like to

mention Albert Herne the auctioneer was, holding a sale at Barramunga and put up a very old worn out

chestnut mare belonging to a German gentleman. Well during the sale to try and kick the bidding a bit he

started at two pounds then kicked the bidding up to six pounds. Gentleman I can't sell the fine beast for

six pounds. The owner got ver./. excited and shouted out "sell her", "sell her". Shut up you fool said the

auctioneer I haven't got a bid yet.

Caleb and his Wife assisted Telfords who were on their way to Apollo Bay. They had their 4 children in

two baskets on a packhorse when near Barramunga the bottom fell out of one basket dropping 2 of the

kids into the mud.

At that particular time it rained for three weeks without stopping day and night. Not just a drizzle but

poured down. Charles Forrest named "Barramunga" after an aboriginal of that name wrio-had been shot

for sheep stealing from his Forrest's sheep station at "Warawee' .

Butter was sold from eight pence to one shilling per lb. until the Patterson plan stabilised the price to
some extent in 1923. By-then most of the farmers had bought cream separators.

When Caleb Gardiner lost his home in the 1886 fire he split timber and built a huge barn later it was
used for dancing, tug of war and sports meetings. The old barn with its shingle - roof was known as
"Fern-Halt'. Caleb donated land for a school also land for a Church of England. Mr. Greness was the
teacher and soon had an attendance of 75 pupils. Mr. Gcrartry a manager of the A.N.A. Bank in
Geelong told me his mother had once taught at Barramunga school years ago when she was very young.
No doubt some of the older generation who are still about will remember her.
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About this time the hotel caught fire and the Stephensons who were the occupants at the time barely

escaped with their lives.

At this period there were 18 bullock teams operating between Birregurra and Barramunga carting split

palings and sawn timber at two and six per hundred. The trip to Birregurra and return took a week.

Today same trip by car can be done in about twenty minutes.

The forest fires, rabbits and noxious weed added to the burden of the early settlers. The biggest worry

were the Forest Fires these were sometimes started by a cocky burning off scrub to encourage growth of

young wiregrass being a good stock food and sometimes by an electrical storm. As I mentioned in one. of

my previous books there are only three things that will stop a bad fire.

Heavy rain run out of inflammable material or a change of wind to blow it back on itself. This talk of

fire fighting and breaks are useless in a heavy forest fire, the ashes and sparks will jump for miles and

start up again. I have experienced three bad fires the -first one I remember was about. 1914, the second

1919 and the third last disastrous one in 1939.

One of the hardest things to do is not to rim when faced by a holocaust, but to get down under a bank

somewhere or preferably a dugout if one is handy and let the fire go over the top. The noxious weeds

were mostly blackberry brought from England by some of the earlier settlers and spread by the birds and

ragwort known as the yellow peril allegedly brought as seed in imported chaff and spread by the horses

and bullocks fed with same, then the seeds spreading with the wind like thistles. Then the rabbits

imported by Austin at Wirichelsea they multiplied and were all over Australia in a few short years. I have

seen a hill -just at sunset, a mass of rabbits you would think the hill was moving. The poor cookies

trapped, shot and poisoned them, but to no avail until the Government introduced Mix° and 1080 poison

and today a rabbit has become rather rare.

I saw some for sale in a shop in Geelong recently at $1.80 each and to think the carcases had only a skin

value in the old days.

remember one chap telling me during the depression he and his family would have starved if it hadn't

been for rabbits and spuds.

When Caleb Gardiner Senior and his wife passed away they were buried in the Colac Cemetery and

Caleb Junior took over the farm. It was a very hard baffle for him as previously a tree had hit him while

working on the railway line near Yauger (near Forrest). He was unconscious for nine days and wasn't

expected to recover, so a neighbour named McDonald built a coffin for hirn. Jim Hayes was killed by a

failing blackwood tree and he was buried in the coffin originally built for Caleb. In the meantime Caleb

recovered and although partly crippled carried on with the farm till such time he became bed ridden and

his son Norman cameo On the farm.

The Spong's had the Post Office and halfway house at Mt. Sabine. They had a pet magpie which often 

answered the phone.

When Dan died they realised they didn't have a photo of him so a photographer was brought from
Forrest. They propped Dan up on his bed and took a photo of him. Copies of the photo were eagerly
sought after, the story became known. George Spong and Jack McLennan got. the contract to grub
Turtons Pass. One chain wide they were paid at the rate of 30 pound per acre.

Another link missing from the past is the old Indian, Hawker usually his goods were transported per
packhorse. I can remember Charlie Mezman or that is the way he pronounced it travelling round the
bush when I was a kid. Great excitement when he opened his bundle. Charlie Mez-man seemed a decent
sort of a bloke, he told us he had a wife and five little ones back in India and used to send money home to
support them. He always had a nice, well fed horse, but afraid I can't say the same for another one
known as Fuzzle-dean. He always had a cunning look and a skinny old worn out horse. They would
only eat meat they had killed themselves facing the setting sun and used to say some sort of prayer over
it. They abhorred pigs and one night some of the boys threw a young pig into his camp while he was in
bed then got for their lives. Talk about an uproar, all we could hear was debbil, debbil. Old Charlie
never camped in that spot again.
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He eventually died and was cremated on a big stack of w000, his ashes being sent back to India to be

scattered in the Ganges as per their custom. Even with several pounds of butter he didn't burn too well so

they had to fall back on kerosene on the fire to get it going properly-

Caleb Gardiner was the first to have an Edison Bell gramophone that was sold in Melbourne. It seemed

a marvellous invention to the people of those days.

James Gardiner is the only surviving member of the late John Gardiner who built and ran the Ditchley

Park hotel at Bch Forest. He is now 78 years of age.

Jim originally drove one of the coaches from Forrest to Apollo Bay a changing station for horses being

operated by Iva Taylor. This property is now a roadhouse and restaurant for tourists and operated by
Bob & Irma and they supply some fantastic meals even tho they are back in the backblocks on the side of

the Apollo Bay Road.

In 1950 the locals set to work and built a public hall (without Government grant). They felled the trees
and cut the timber themselves. They built the hall and surplus timber was sold in Geelong to buy
materials and a piano. It was completed in time for the memorable occasion of switching on the power
by the S.E.C. in 1956. The state school and fire brigade at Barramunga were the best equipped in the
West. Barramunga was a very close knit lot of people always out to help one another if things took an
adverse turn. A big blow to Barramunga was the closure of the sawmills in the district.

These mills had given regular employment to quite a few men of the district.

The Forest' y claiming they were fire hazards. Big companies with outside interests planted various
farms with pine trees should have been let revert back to the native trees. There are only three of the
original settlers left now. The Gardiners, Thompson and Cunningham's. The public hall was donated to
the Colac High School and they made it into a "Timber Top" school and it is a great success. There are
quite a few minerals in the distiict such as Black Coal, Bauxite and Calcium so who 'mows some day
Barramunga may boom again. All that is left of the old days is an odd rusting boiler and a few rotting
beams where mills have been in the past.

APOLLO BAY

Apollo Bay is a little town on the ocean surrounded by the OtA. ,ay

In the very early days it could only be reached by ship. Various ships plied between Melbourne and
Portland bringing passengers and goods to the locals and reloading with split timber and sawn timber
from the Elliott sawmills.

At a later date a track was cut through Forrest and Barramunga and the Bay was served by horse drawn
coach. This track known as the coach road was very rugged and hilly. Passengers had to get out and
walk on the steep up grades and hang on for dear life on the down grades. Often the coach overturned
then it was a case of jump for your life. Double fair was charged for a bag of flour as the driver
reckoned it couldn't walk up the hills and lighten the load.

Eventually a bitumen road was constructed from Colac through Forrest and Barramunga over Mt.
Sabine to Apollo Bay and Sims & Varcoe also Fletehers ran passenger buses connecting with the, rail at
Colac. This was a great boon to the people of the Bay. One driver Phil Whelan drove a bus for years
and later drove for Trans Otway when they bought the run out. He was a colossal driver, born and bred
in the bush. I have heard it said he could drive to the Bay with his eyes shut. He had a colossal memory
and was never known to forget a parcel or a part if someone had asked him to get it for them. He was a
son of Paddy Whelan who with his brothers came to the Bay with their bullock teams in the early days. I
have previously mentioned Bill Whelan who was recognised as the crack bullock-y in the Otways when I
was only a kid. One brother was clearing land with his bullocks at Apollo Bay and didn't see a limb on it
and when the bullocks rolled it, said limb struck him and killed him. His poor wife and children -battled
on their own and eked out an existence on the selection.

No doubt some of these early pioneers had a very hard and frustrating life especially the women folk
never seeing another women for months on end and only having the bare necessities. Eventually the
government built the Great Ocean Road hewn out of the cliff face in most places but a great boost to the
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residents and a big attraction to the tourist trade. The people in the early days were very sports minded

with football, wood chopping etc. Also periodically they used to hold horse races on the sand when the

tide was out. Often a freak wave would roll in during a race and horses would be floundering up to their

knees in surf and it would mean a re run.

A chap I knew as a boy named Rube Eeklund used to race a pony named Submarine. This pony was of

a very quiet nature and I have ridden. him myself in the past. (Not in races tho.). The procedure for pony

races. They were handicapped according to height at wethers and the smaller the pony the more start it

got. Rube had "Sub" trained as soon as he led him up to be measured he would tap him on the withers

and "Sub", would spread his legs out thereby lowering his 'height. Rube reckoned he used to gain as

much as 4" that way. Another chap who also rode in the races was the late Bill Sharp from Colac.

There were some hard cases round those times, take old Harry for instance he was going down a back

track to the Bay and found an old chap dead so set off home fully intending to report same to t e local.

policeman however, called into the Hotel and forgot all about the dead man and next day the constable

was in the hotel and said we found old so and so dead up the back road today. He was there yesterday

piped up old Harry. Why didn't you tell me said the constable? I knew he wouldn't run away said old
Harry. Another time they were working on the road and got a ride home M Roy Riorkies tip truck.

They were all sitting in the back and old Harry piped up drop us in front of the pub Roy. Whey Roy
reached the hotel he slowed down and operated his hoist spreading them out on the road. Gee old Harry

went crook.

Well said Roy you asked me to drop you in front of the Pub and that's what I did. Apollo Bay was

always noted for its beautiful timber in the early days, the Elliott Mills sending their timber by ship to
Melbourne, then in 1937 Borth and Horner erected a mill near where the cape Otway lighthouse road
left the highway. I sawed for them and they were beautiful logs while they used to cut 4 loads per day,
anything from 10 - 12 thousand super ft. per day. Mostly blue gum with odd grey gum ash and silvertop
messmate. This timber was carted by motor truck and loaded at Forrest railway station.

Dick Boreh who ran the mill was a very hard worker and everyone had to do their bit. I got on well with
him and only left when I was offered a partnership in a mill at top of Charlies Creek near Ferguson.

Unfortunately this mill at Ferguson burnt down in the disastrous 39 fires and I was back on wages. At a
later date Norm Gordon put in a mill and cut logs from Borch's old area then sold his mill to Swift &
Markovitch who recently closed down. As far as I know there is no longer a saw mill at the Bay. The
blue gum was the best of anywhere in the world., An incident comes to mind when talkiiig of the Bay.
One old identity had gone blind and as he had always fished from the pier, not being able to see didn't
deter him.

He used to walk out on the pier tapping the iron rail of the tram line with his stick. Unfortunately this
particular day they had removed a rail and were going to replace it. Nobody noticed the old chap tapping
his way out on the pier and when he couldn't feel the rail moved over and promptly fell into the sea.
Fortunately he found a pile while splashing round and hung onto it -611 he was able to attract attention.

The fisherman's Co-op. has grown into a very large business now and fish are transported to the
Melbourne market per medium of motor truck. The local fishermen now get a stable price for their catch.
A breakwater was built whether it is an advantage or not I am not in a position to say, but I have heard it
said it caused a sand bar to form across the Bay, but there is always some for and some against any
progress. Many industries from the past are missing sawmills, the butter factory, privately owned power
station as the Bay is now supplied by S.E.C. Axe handle factory manufacturing axe handles out of blue-
gum. The cable station is still operating. It is a very nice quiet friendly town where everyone knows
everyone else, in fact quite a few of the locals are related with the exception of Xmas & Easter when
there is a large influx of visitors and tourists. No doubt the Ocean Road lives up to its name for beautiful
scenery, but the poor unfortunate driver sees nothing of this as he has to keep his eyes glued to the road
all the way.

At this stage I would like to give the constable of the latter period a well deserved pat on the back. I refer
to Constable Mildren who spent a number of years at the Bay being the only representative of law and
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order and did a sterling job and was highly respected and a friend of all. He is now retired in Belmont,

but will long be remembered by the locals at the Bay.,

When talking of fishing two funny incidents slipped my memory. The first one, one chap was casting his
line, accidentally hooked himself through the lip. Then another time another chap was pulling a large
couta in and it flipped off the hook, said hook going through fisherman's nose. His mates led him down
the street by the nose like a prize bull. Doctor not being available, a chap, a bit of a hard case who
owned a local garage said he would remove it and after pouring quite a fair amount of brandy into the
victim, attacked the hook with a cold chisel and hammer. I can't swear to this, but have been told he
screwed victims bead up in a vice before beginning operation. However eventually cut the hook much to
the relief of the victim.

Must mention in the old days all cream was transported to the butter factory per horse and sled and quite
a few sleds used to be lined up in front of the factory of a morning a fair few of them being either in
charge of the cockys wife and sometimes driven by children. One time the local bakehouse caught fire
and there being no fire brigade or articulated water at that time, half the street burnt down before it was
brought under control. The local policeman blocked off a gutter and organised a bucket chain with the
locals and brought it under control. Constable Mildren then called a meeting and started the first Apollo
Bay Fire Brigade of which he had the honour to be elected captain. There were quite a few wrecks with
the cargo boats along the coast. I well remember the Casino going down at Apollo Bay with the loss of
10 lives. !qrs. Gill the stewardess put a life belt on Joan Green, aged 14 thereby saving her life, but by
so doing sacrificed her own chances and was drowned. There were many acts of heroism just to mention
two others, Constable Mildren and Axel Madson tied ropes round themselves and tried to swim out to
the ship. An impossible task with the heavy seas running at the time. But they tried and nearly drowned
in the attempt. There were many unrecorded acts of heroism in the past.

Going to a lighter vein during the last war the Bay had their coast watchers and one chap reported a (spy)
sending morse signals with a light from the mouth of Skenes creek. He reckons he could read morse
code, but said these messages must be in code as he couldn't read them. On investigation it was found
one of the locals was fossicking among the rocks for shellfish equipped with a hurricane lamp so ended
another war scare.

In conclusion I would like to say the untold beauty in the (Bay) area. To mention a few, one scenic spot
is named paradise the name speaks for itself also various fern gullys and watei falls scattered through the
bush.

Then we have Turtons track winding its way from Apollo Bay road to Beech Forest it is flanked on both
sides by dozens of different ferns and shrubs while the tall mountain ash trees cloned here and there give a
look at the forest of the past. I have been told Turtons track has 42 bends to the mile, there isn't a straight
section on it. We also have the great Ocean Road with beautiful scenes all the way. 1 am rather proud of
the fact that I cut the white posts for it when it was first completed and opened. No pen of mine can
adequately describe the beauty surrounding the Bay. No need to go overseas, just toddle down. to the Bay
for a week and I bet you stay a month or even like it a lot before you decide to retire down there. Very
relaxing watching the suncrested waves whispering on the beach and if you are inclined can join some of
the not so young residents on the seats provided and they will tell you of incidents of the past while you
relax in the sun. If you think your driving ability isn't equal to the Ocean Road, Trans Otway operate a
very excellent bus service connecting with the trains at Geelong.
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NAME ADDRESS

BARTLETT, Henry C. FORREST
BIRD, John. FORREST
BIRD, John Jnr. FORREST

CROSSLEY, Clarence FORREST
CURTIS, Thos. FORREST

FLETCHER, Chas. FORREST
FLETCHER, John J. FORREST
FLETCHER, William. FORREST

GALE, Wm. T. FORREST
GILBERT, Thomas. FORREST

HENDERSON, John. FORREST
ILENNIGAN, James. FORREST
HENNIGAN, Thos. Jnr. FORREST

JAMES, Alfred. FORREST
JAMES, Charles. FORREST
JONES, Ernest 0. FORREST

NEWCOMBE, George. FORREST
NEWCOMBE. FORREST

PENGILLEY, Thomas. FORREST
PENMAN, Thomas. FORREST
PORTEOUS, John A. FORREST

ROBERTSON, Arthur J. FORREST

SANDERSON, Andrew. FORREST
SCHRAM, John FORREST

WEIR, Joseph. FORREST
WITNISK, Frank. FORREST

WOODMAN, Richard. FORREST

OCCUPATION 

FARMER
HOP GARDENER
LABOURER

LABOURER
LABOURER

FARMER
FARMER
FARMER

GRAZIER
LABOURER

LABOURER
SELECTOR
FARMER

FARMER
LABOURER
LABOURER

LABOURER
FARMER
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HOTELKEEPER
STOREMAN
FARMER

ENGINE DRIVER

SAWYER
FARMER

LABOURER
LABOURER

LABOURER
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Forrest was first settled in the early days, the sole industries being Sawmills.

It nestled at the foot of the Otways on the Barwon River, but now days farmers have cleare
d the flats

along the Barwon and dairying and fat stock production is the main source of income.
 Only one sawmill

is still in operation owned by Frizon Bros. and situated in Forrest Station.

There used to be a sawmill on every ridge and the railw?y opened in 1901 is no more as 
there was not

enough freight with the mill closing down.

The Forrest boys were great ones for a fight. The only thing to take precedence was their b
eer. On a

Saturday night after the football with a skinful of beer the mill hands used to work off their high 
spirits

with a few good fights. I remember Billy - if a stranger came Billy would challenge him to a fi
ght. He

had a very peculiar way of fighting - rush in with his head down and both arms flailing like a win
dmill

and endeavour to knock his opponent down with his head. He was a hard worker, roped for Hayd
en all

the week then drank and fought all the weekend. I had to laugh at him one day, he was telling me 
"I've

had 45 fights and 45 hidings".

Poor old Billy is no longer with us as he turned a tractor over on himself and got crushed to death.

Talking of fighting brings back memories of a very special occasion. A chap named Frank Mulgrew

lived up at Mt. Sabine and was a raw boned tough and rough feller for Grants. He had a reputation o
f

being a nasty customer in a brawl, but suspect his size had a fair bit to do with it. Anyway a factory

"H.olsen and Nielson", I think built a creamery at Forrest Station and put a chap named Parry in charge

of it. Now this Parry was also a fair lump of a man. How it came about 1 don't know, but Frank

Mulgrew was going to fight Parry. Parry being a cagey sort of chap suggested they hire, Forrest Hall

and charge an admission for which they did.

On the big night they had a ring rigged up in the centre of the hall and the locals all packed in to see the

local champ. Well Frank jogged in, climbed into -the ring an did quite a bit of trotting round the ring

with a lot of shadow sparring.

He got a great ovation, the locals reckoned he would kill Parry. Well just before the fight was timed to

start Parry sauntered in leisurely, climbed through the ropes and shook hands with Frank and removed his

coat. I might mention Frank was in shorts, singlet and sand shoes but Parry fronted up in his pants and

shirt. When the bell went Frank danced up to Parry in the centre of the ring. Well it was the shortest

fight ever seen in Forrest. Parry hit Frank and Frank hit the floor out cold. The locals were very

disappointed not only had a lot of them bet on Frank and also reckoned they never got their money's

worth, wanted it back, but Parry pocketed the door takings (the Purse).

One old identity I can't leave out. He was part of Forrest I refer of course to the late James Hinnegan, a

real peppery Irishman if ever there was one. Jim was a councillor and one day coming home from a

council meeting altho' there wasn't much motor traffic those days nearly got hit by a car on the sharp

bend near Whelan's farm so next council meeting suggested the council put stalls in the road on

approaches to all the sharp bends but his motion was defeated as he was the only one voted for it.

Make them beggarin well slow down he reckoned.

It was rather funny poor old Jim owned a farm at Forrest and was very indignant when he got fined for

Ragwort and Blackberries fancy fining a councillor he said.

Now, Jim was a bachelor and boarded at Paddy Hurley's pub at Forrest as did a chap named Mulheron

who was a devil of a fellow for having a bit of fwi at someone else's expense. Well the night after Jim

had been fined at Court, when he said down at his usual place at the tea table here was a flower vase

right in front of him containing ragwort previously placed there by Mullieron then after Jim finished

blowing off steam, Mullieron passed Jim up ajar of blackberry jam. No doubt he was a tease he is the
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Mull mentioned in my previous book shadow sparring behind Johnie Hayden's back and old Johni
e was

watching him in the reflection of the saw and turned round and said good display Mull took the wind out

of Mull for a while.

However mustn't finish with old Jim without mentioning he was a great worker for Forrest and 
really

wrapped up in any sport. He was always the official starter at any sports meeting for runni
ng and

chopping. Incidentally Forrest used to hold sports every year on the football ground the best sho
w in the

whole district.

The football ground was ideal a flat sandy dry ground surrounded by banks for the spectators. It is

situated at Youger - a whistle stop on the now extinct Forrest - Birregurra line. Not to transgress any

further this particular sports day Jim as usual was the starter and all the choppers were on their logs.

Now the choppers are handicapped so many seconds behind according to their previous wins. Well this

day old Jim said all of your .... then bang went the starting pistol and Jim began to walk up the line of

choppers counting in seconds 1 ... 2 ... 3... 4... just then a stray dog rushed up and relieved itself on Jim's

leg. Go way dog. Go way dog then started hurriedly counting 5 . . 6. . 7. . 8 then when he reckoned he'd

caught up went counting 9 .... 10.... 11 .... 12.... 13.

Must mention the sideshows, merry-go-round for the kids, fairy floss etc. with various games of so called

skill - throwing money on numbers and throwing rings over prizes. Needless to say there were very few

winners. Also Puck Evans with his boxing tent wouldn't be sports without Puck.

One year he had an old bearded bloke he called Tomahawk Joe. Reckoned Joe had been lost at Cape

York Peninsula and lived with the blacks and they had taught him how to make snake bite cure out of

ferns. Said he had been bitten often, but must have been in a very private place as he omitted to display

any bite marks to us. Also never had any snakes to show us.

No doubt Puck was a trier. Next year he had an alleged Maori dancing on broken glass and roaring like

a couple of mad bulls - supposed to be doing a Haiki. I got a close look at the (broken) glass. It was

bottoms of beer bottles with the rough and shall) parts filed off them. However I never before or since

heard one man make so much noise on his own.

Dogs were barking, kids howling and quite a few horses broke loose and careered round the arena. The

limb of the law intervened again or 'no one would have had a horse to drive or ride home.

Poor old Puck never had any luck with any of his crown catches, however his boxing tent was filled each

bout. How those Forrest boys loved a fight and he collected quite a few shekels for the day.

One funny incident happened one day the train was crossing a bridge just near Forrest and this chap fell

out. They raced him into Birregurra hospital and he was laying on the bed dead to the world with his

poor old mother crying her eyes out. She reckoned he was dying.

The doctor arrived some time later and giving the chap a good check over - verdict was he's all right. Be

o.k. in the morning - only dead drunk. Actually wasn't his fault as he very seldom drank, but some of the

boys had poured quite a few into him at the football and he hadn't had any lunch.

He is still alive and well. I bet I get a roasting when I see him after he reads this. I mentioned in my

previous book Lofty Trew with the peg leg. Well when Lofty sat on the toilet his peg leg used to stick

straight out, he couldn't shut the door. Well he's sitting there one evening and the policemanyvas chasing

one of the local lads through Lofty's vegetable garden. Lofty reckons the young bloke was two cabbages

in front of the policeman.

George lived at Forrest and someone asked him why all the pickets were missing off his front fence. Well

it's this way said George, when I come home unexpected and pull a picket off the fence. Knock on the

front door then run around the back I always catch some B he said.

There was one very odd character could fight like a thrashing machine and every now and then a direction

would come to Forrest Police Station to collect overdue maintenance from this chap. Somewhere in his

strange mind he blamed the Police for all his troubles and used to brawl with them when ever they came

to collect it. He was a terribly powerful man and used to take three policeman to handle him. The usual
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procedure - the local policeman would get two police to come out
 from Geelong and the three of them

would go to his farm and collect the money after a big fight.

A new constable came to Forrest - Constable Gibson a mounted troop
er - and a rather small man.

Unfortunately his predecessor had omitted to warn him about this 
particular bloke. Day after arriving,

got a summons to collect maintenance from this bloke - so mounted his 
horse and rode out. As usual

with mounted police in the country those days he was dressed casua
lly in riding pants and leggings - a

tweed jacket and a cloth cap. Anyway he rode into this chap's farm and 
asked bloke if he was Mr. so and

so. Yes he replied who are you? I'm constable Gibson - new policem
en at Forrest and have come to

collect maintenance from you. Bloke looked at him and said you are the first
 bloke who's ever been game

to come on his own. I'll give it to you without a fight. Ever after that used to hand it over to Constable

every time he went out. Constable reckons he was lucky he wouldn't have go
ne on his own first time if he

had heard this bloke's reputation.

It was a pity this chap evidently had some pressure on his brain or something. On
e day he was riding

along the road and chap with me asked him the time. Buy your own watch w
as his reply. He owned a

beautiful farm at Gerangamete about 5 miles from Forrest and strode into
 the bank in Colac and wanted

to withdraw all his money out. Quite a large sum - and demanded it in notes.
 They rushed round and

stacked it all up on the counter where our friend promptly counted it. It's right he said now put it back in.

I just wanted to make sure you had it all. He eventually bought a Buick car and p
aid cash for it in one

pound notes. They reckoned said notes appeared and smelt as tho they had 
been buried in the ground for

some time. Poor old chap was eventually found dead at his farm. He lived on hi
s own and had been dead

about a fortnight or so when they found him. It's a great pity as whatever was wrong
 in his head always

reckoned the whole world was against him.

In his young days had been a very good footballer. Must leave him now and go on f
urther. A chap

named Gale bought a new T model Ford. He was very proud of it and parked it outside 
the hall on the

Saturday nights. Wnile he was in the hall some of the locals lifted it up and put a block 
under the axle.

When Billy came out to go home cranked her up and stamped on appropriate pedals but in
 spite of

revving the engine up car wouldn't move. Eventually vibrated off the block and took off
 with a plunge

like an unbroken horse. The car being surrounded by curious spectators had some near m
isses I suspect

our friend Mulheron may have had a hand in it as he never missed an opportunity to play a j
oke on

someone.

I must mention one old bloke of Upper Gellibrand between Forrest and Barramunga. He and his

neighbour were bitter enemies and one day he spots a pig wandering round his paddock so pr
omptly got

the gun and shot it then went across to the neighbour grinning from ear to ear and demanded
 he remove

said pig. The chap denied it was his pig and when old bloke checked his sty found one of his
 own pigs

had got out and he had shot his own pig.

At Forrest rail station there was a large turntable for turning the engines round as Forrest was th
e end of

the line. Some children were playing on it one day turning it round and riding on it and one poor

unfortunate got his legs caught and cut off.

Below Mt. Sabine down past Barramunga is a beautiful valley of timber surrounding the East B
arwon.

Colossal timber had kept various sawmills in logs for at least two generations. The Geelong Wate
r Trust

surveyed it and found by erecting a weir just above Forrest could trap miles of beautiful water. Tha
t was

done and today we are using that water not only in Geelong, but at Torquay, Anglesea etc.

A beautiful view can be had of it just past Barramunga on the Apollo Bay Road. Well as it started to 
fill

tops of broken off trees etc. were showing above the water so the Trust engaged a chap with a boat to

blow these with gelignite. The procedure was to tie the boat to a tree, drill a hole and plug a stick of

Gelli. with fuse then untie boat, light fuse and quickly row away. Well this day chap forgot to untie b
oat

before lighting fuse. Talk about a ruckus - he ended in water boat at bottom of dam and bloke bruised

and sore with hardly any clothes on. It was very noticeable he didn't tie boat to any more trees. I must

mention Billie Hutchinson - he was a tally man at Forrest Rail Station for donkey's ages. He was part of

Forrest. He had a great sense of humor and his main claim to fame was regailing all and sundry with his

humorous risque stories. It was he who gave me the credit for the highest and most consistent tally ever
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to come into Forrest in any twelve months. By Jove they were beautiful logs I was sawing for Borch and

Homer at the time. Dick had 4 loads a day and two on Saturday. Loads usually having about 3,000

odd super feet on them. Old Dick was a great one to run to a system. One load at 10 o'clock one at

lunch time one at 3 o'clock and one at 5.

A lot of timber to cut on a handle bench. Wish I was as fit now. Dick as I said ran everything on a

system and knowing he had a beautiful farm at Pirrum Yallock I asked him why he didn't run the farm

systematically. He said you can't run a farm on a system - we decided to get the hay in today and the

b bull got out. No he said I rent my farm and it is my fixed deposit. You had cut perfect timber, but

anything a bit out of plum he would fix straight away. He had the name of being hard and used to roar

some of the useless blokes up but never interfered with me.

I left him to go in partnership with Hitts but unfortunately we got burnt out in 1939 fires.

Can't write about Forrest without mentioning football. The world could come to an end but had to have

their football. Bill Hayden, Senior - father of Bill and Joe was really rapt if a stranger asked him for a

job. He'd ask if he could play football and if the bloke said he could he told him to start on the Monday

even if the bloke had never seen a mill in his life.

The lady barrackers used to get really worked up and often an umbrella brawl would develop between

two lady supporters. One day a visiting police sergeant was there in civilian clothes and he started

barracking a lady supporter. Your team won't get a kick this quarter he said. By God you will then she

said and gave him a kick in the tail.

One funny incident comes to mind in the very early days. All passenger transport was by horse drawn

coach, but later replaced by passenger buses still in operation today.

One day on the coach amongst the passengers were a couple of pretty girls and this local lad was doing

his best to spark them as they say.

They were driving along when he spotted a Koala bear up a tree.

Getting the driver to stop he ran to the tree and started hammering on it with the stones.

Usually when you did that the Koala would emit cries very similar to a baby crying. This day the Koala

urinated right down all over the chap. Talk about stink, that was the end of his romance as they made
him sit at the back of the coach for the rest of the journey.

Old Jack's wife was a very religious person and old Jack used to play the organ in church on a Sunday
morning. One Saturday some of the boys got him drunk and dumped him on his verandah then threw
blue metal onto the roof till his wife came out then took off.

Gee she did go crook. You are a sinner she said and get the devil's brew out of you. She purged poor old
Jack all Saturday afternoon and Saturday night old Jack didn't have anything left inside him. She
certainly purged the devil brew out of him. It was a very pale washed out contrite man who crept into the
organ on the Sunday morning.

Eventually the Frizon boys constructed a very up to date modem mill in the station yard at Forrest.

Although there were a lot of mills operating round Forrest in the old days this is the only -mil) operating
there today. Poor old Alf was hit by a car and killed at Belmont so didn't see how his little spot mill had
grown

They say a little trickle eventually grows into a river. It certainly did with Alf.

One time there was a pretty severe earth tremor went through the Otways blocking a valley above Forrest
about 3 chain of the road to Apollo Bay dropped a couple of chain and a fairly large section in the pine
plantation at Beech Forest just dropped pines and all.

The road was quickly repaired by our own Tiger Evans, but where the valley was blocked above Forrest
a large lake formed. Someone suggested calling it Lake that being the name of the current
policeman at Forrest. Gee didn't he go crook, but the local boys not being overly fond of him still called
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it that and a lot of sightseers kept arriving an
d when they would ask for directions would t

ell them to go

and ask Policeman where lake was.

By gee he used to go crook. He never was a fr
iendly type and didn't get on too well with the l

ocal boys.

Not like Constable Gibson mentioned earlier -
 altho' small in stature all man in every way a

nd well

thought of and highly respected by everyone.
 He did a marvellous job handling things at For

rest which I

might mention was a real wild west town at that 
period. We had various policemen over the years.

Constable Gibson used to often cut the hair f
or the boys.

We had quite a few different policeman. I don't th
ink too many of them were anxious to overstay

 their

allotted time.

One funny incident comes to mind this chap wh
o had originally been a policeman was cutting 

pulp and on

putting his hand under a log was bitten by a snak
e on the end of his finger. I don't swear to the t

ruth of

this, but quite a few of the locals vowed the sn
ake died of blood poisoning two days later.

I remember at Forrest sports one year they held 
a maiden trotting event. One chap owned a pony

 - a

terrific trotter - never known to break and she had
 won every trotting event in the surrounding distri

ct and

was a very long way removed from a maiden. 
A chap called Jimmy borrowed her from him - ho

gged her

main and clipped her all over and then entered her i
n the maiden trot as his propeity with a different

name. Naturally she romped home but being rec
ognised was disqualified. Jimmy was very lucky 

he

never got a good hiding out of it as the locals loved 
sport, but always believed in a fair go. A very

contemptible way to try to get a few lousy quid.

Incidentally talking of horses - all the police those day
s were mounted men and used to usually dress

casually and only recognised as a policeman by thei
r well groomed beautiful horse.

There was one hard case - an Irishman never stuck for
 an answer. One day the priest ran into him and

started to reprimand him, haven't seen you at Mass 
lately Pat. No said Pat, by the time I do all my wor

k

I have to rest of a Sunday. I suffer with Lumbago te
rrible. Your own fault said the priest, your drinking

and bad habits are the cause of your Lumbago. Sure 
said Pat, I noticed in the paper last week the Pope is

suffering with Lumbago too.

An old chap was cutting poles on the side of the pipeli
ne road and being stone deaf used to answer

everyone the same. The chaps came along the usual r
un of conversation used to be Good day. Do you

think it will rain etc to which the old bloke had his stock
 answers as he couldn't hear a word. This

stranger wanted to know the way to Forrest and he an
swered may rain this evening. Which is the road to

Forrest and he answered may rain this evening. Which is t
he road to Forrest? Have to leave a bit of

barkon so they are messmate for the P MG said the old c
hap. Bloke got wild then and made a very rude

suggestion to the old bloke, what he could do with the pole
, naturally our deaf friend couldn't hear him

but gave his stock answer. Yes up to that knot and cut it 
off.

Would like to mention Jimmy Mulgrew, a younger brother o
f Frank mentioned previously. Their father

was originally a bullock driver living about half way between M
t. Sabine and Barramunga and like

everyone else those times had a pretty hard time of it.

Frank was a big arrogant bloke not given to much co-operati
on with his workmates, but Jimmy was a

different type of chap altogether great little worker, a bonzer mate
 and as straight as a die. worked with

both of them at one valley sawmilling in the depression. Used to 
be amused at Jimmy of a night. Used to

kick his boots off and run round in his bare feet. Had feet like a black
fellow. He eventually got married

but unfortunately lost his first wife and married again. His bride be
ing related to Grants who were

farmers at Gerangamete. Eventually the locals coerced Jimmy to stand f
or the Shire and he polled 100%.

Everyone knows how straight he was and he made an excellent counci
llor.

He later became manager of Sharps mill when they erected it in Forres
t station yard. No doubt he will

be enjoying his retirement now. A real man's man if ever there wa
s one.

Must mention Martin Knudson always coming up with some inventio
n. Long before the days of

bulldozers old Martin rigged up an old car with an extra pair of w
heels then put a belt on each side with

short pieces of 2 x 1 nailed on them for driving through the mud.
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Well ahead of his time - a similar idea to the half track tractor by the Ford Motor Co. years later.

Another of his invention was a saw bench on a bank near the road with a wire rope between two trees

with two pulleys on it. He would hoist a long saplings on to a couple of slings attached to pulleys and

slide saplings along nipping foot, blocks off it which would drop down into truck on road. I forget what

his tally was but certainly took the hard work out of wood cutting. At a later date he hired the water

wheel mill at Wimba owned by Jack McDonald and traded under the name Otway sawmills, but didn't

make much of a success of it and didn't operate for very long. Can't write this book without mentioning

Alf Frizon and his wife. They were part of Forrest Alf working at Henry's mill and Mrs. Frizon

operating a fruit shop and milk bar in the main street. Time went on and Alf decided to have a go on his

own so he got a local garageman Frank Shepherd to rig up an old car engine with pulley and governors

and with a little bench began sawmilling, cutting saplings, pulling same into mill with one horse three or

four at a time. Alf reckons he was doing alright if he got one piece of timber and a couple of palings out

of each log. Alf stuck with it and eventually he and his two sons built up to quite a fair sized mill

situated on the side of the road just on the edge of Forrest towards Barranninga.

Well Forrest is now a quiet little village without the bustle and activity of the old days. 1 worked round

that area in my young days on the mills and had quite a few good mates.

Unfortunately quite a few of them have since crossed the great divide, but it brings back a lot of happy

memories of the past writing this book.

BARRAMUNGA

The beginning of the Otway Ranges a few miles above Forrest. The terminus of the railway, the line had

been previously intended to go through to Apollo Bay, but was only surveyed up the valley below

-Barramunga where- it was found the forbidding hill went straight up amongst the clouds and it was

decided to terminate it at Forrest. This valley below Barramunga was the site of a sawmill which

operated for years on the beautiful dense timber. It was owned and operated by Alex Sanderson till the

time when a bridge collapsed under the loco with a load of timber killing both him and one of his sons. It

must have processed millions of feet of timber as years after the colossal sawdust heap could be plainly

seen from the Forrest Apollo Bay road right up till recently when the valley was dammed for water

supply and water covered all trace of it. A large deputation waited on the railway commissioners urging

them to. ,extend the line to Barramunga as there were a lot of sawmills there it being noted for quality

and density of timber and said timber having to be hauled by bullock wagon or wooden horse tram tines

to Forrest. One of the most persistent advocates for the railway was a sawmiller known as Cocky

Robbins and although I knew him as a boy when he later shifted his mill to Stakker in the heart of the

Otway I never heard him referred to or called anything but Cocky. Thou small in statue he was a very

aggressive sort of gentleman and many a tale went round on his sacking of employees (see Otway

Timber Mills) There were some colossal trees at Barramunga C. L. Forrest MLA. measured one and it

had a circumference of 64ft 6 inches 8ft above ground level and a shire engineer measured a tree on the

ground 329 ft. of barrels to where the top had broken off. I have been told the Otway Ranges was the

only part of this area that hadn't been under the sea in ages past.

1 do know sharks teeth, shells and starfish were all preserved in the lime kilns at Kawarreri. The only true
I have personally heard of and seen where a record was kept of a true was at Grants Mill at Barramunga
approx. 1930 cutting 16,000 super ft. of 6 x 1, but no doubt there were bigger trees than this, but

unfortunately no one kept a record of same.

The soil is very fertile having been enriched for centuries with rotting vegetation. I was told by one
farmer he was digging a stump out and had to go to a depth of 6 ft. and still found black fertile soil.

At the Glenrowan Railway station where the Kelly Gang had held up the town a Mr. Curnow the local

school master went down the line and warned the police train coming from Melbourne the Kelly's had
torn up part of the line. His courageous deed saved the train smash and thereby a fearful carnage and

deaths. Amongst some of his pupils were the Gardener family and he awarded an Honour Card, to Calib
Gardiner on completion of schooling when he moved with his parents to the Otway in 1883. He with his
parents set out to carve a home in the virgin. bush.
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Calib and his brother decided to break in a bullock team as that being the only mode of haulage i
n that

area. They had many problems amongst them being breaking in a pair of leaders. They 
eventually

bought a pair and from then on things went well with them.

The Barramunga Hotel was originally owned by Mark Whitcombe who leased it to Stephenson
.

Unfortunately it was destroyed by fire and when rebuilt was known as the junction hotel.. Geor
ge

Simmons was eventually owner and added twelve rooms in 1920. Sam Gilbert leased it and accordi
ng

to the bedroom book there was never a spare bed. Periodically the constable from either 
Birregurra or

Apollo Bay, would inspect the book and sign. (apparently correct) Meals were one shilling each. Often

80 men lined up for meals.

Board was available at twenty five shillings per week with five shillings extra if washing of clothes were

required.

There were many road camps the largest having 300 tents. The work was hard and wages not very high.

Perce Simmons used to cart the beer per Bullock wagon. He was a great bullocky and very happy go

lucky chap. I worked with him in later years at Smedley mill and old Perce never seemed to worry about

anything.

Unfortunately like a lot of the early folk from the pioneering he has crossed the great divide.

Bob Telford was the last owner of the Barramunga hotel in the depression years 1929 and surrender the

licence for eight hundred pound and sold the premises said premises being used as a residence and store.

It is still operating as such with a modern touch a petrol bowser as nowadays a beautiful bitumen road

passes the door connecting Apollo Bay with Colac.

An eye opener for some of the early pioneers if they could come back. Before the event of the car and

made roads Bernie Leebeck held the fastest time Barramunga to Forrest down the old dirt coach road in

20 minutes. Butter was very cheap those times and the late Paddy Whelan used to grease his dray and

wagon axle with butter as it was cheaper than grease. Bill Gilholm and Barry Mulgrew were the crack

bullockies o this locality.

Although I didn't 'mow these gentleman personally I had heard a lot about them. I know Barney's son

Jimmie and worked with him at Aire Valley Sawmills:, He was a very good worker and a great mate

who later became a shire councillor and was always known for his honest and upright dealing. I might

mention in passing Jimmie went close to killing me at the Aire Valley Mill. I was oiling the top saw

standing straddle legged over the 6 ft. bottom saw when he let the engine go. There i was over a

revolving saw, till they stopped the engine. He had a tough life as a boy as those were tough and hard

times.

One time as a kid his father bought a jersey bull at Colac and Jimmie had to lead it on foot all the way to

where they lived about six miles past Barramunga. I must mention the late Paddy Harrington he won

more chopping events than anyone else 1 remember. The two minute silence at a sports meeting is a

tribute to him on his death. He died from blood poisoning. Also the Cashin bros. were great choppers.

Caleb Gardiner with others came to live at Barramunga in 1883 but had been in the Otway area since

1876. His son Caleb Jun. being 13 years old at the time. He became bedridden at about 61 years of age

and then let his son Norman take over the farm. No doubt these early pioneers must have had a heart like

a lion, nobody but themselves knew the frustration and heartbreak they went through. Get a few acres

cleared and grassed and a home and a few head of stock when along would come the forest fires taking

all before them and-only leave smouldering ruins losing their home and all their possessions and watch

their live stock burnt alive. The only shelter for themselves being a dugout under a bank, even the water

in the cracks would boil.

Norm Gardiner told me that in the 1919 fires they only had time to rush into their dugout, didn't even

have time to unyoke the team of bullocks, said bullocks being burnt alive in their yokes. Not deterred

they would start again working for the council on the roads and in their spare time working on their farms

clearing and burning logs and stoving out the stumps to get a bit of land cleared for grass for their stock.

We can't even visualise what these early pioneers went through.
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The timber was that thick at Barramunga that 
one chap told me when he first started to clear hi

s property

he fell all the trees on part of it and could walk 
for half, a mile without once not being on a log. 

At odd

times children or their parents would come lost 
looking for the cows, said cows wandering for mile

s to

feed on wire grass in the bush. Often a search pa
rty would go out looking for them and great joy 

and

relief when they were found. One evening a lady
 who had gone searching for her cows was missing 

and a

search organised. Now as per usual a drizzly 
rain set in and she had taken shelter in a hollow tree and

stepped out just as a young chap came up gee he 
did go swore he saw a ghost.

In no time the hills reclothed themselves with trees 
and scrub , the fire cracking the seed and ashes givi

ng

a fine bed for them to take root in. Norm Gardener
 showed me a beautiful patch of young ash on his

property, said hill being under grass up until the 19
39 fires when the seed matured. No doubt these

beautiful trees will be a great asset to his son Wayne
, when they mature.

Norms wife May a very kind hearted person, nursed C
aleb Jun. until his life ended in July 1946. A big

step forwarded for the early settlers were the separato
rs prior to that the milk used to be set out in bowls

then the cream skimmed off.

The only implements the early settlers had were an axe, cro
sscut saw and pick & shovel.

As I mentioned in my previous books the late Ted Cas
per was the most gifted man I ever knew. He

could make anything out of iron only using his humble
 blacksmith shop and anvil. He once entered a

competition for the most useful article made out of rubbi
sh. 1 can't recall what it was he made, it was out

of two old railway spikes, anyway the judges at the Beec
h Forest show wouldn't believe he had made it

and wouldn't give him first prize reckoned he had bought
 the article and it had been machine made. He

used to also make a lot of articles out of blackwood fiddl
e back and one of his violins was bought and

sent home to Scotland. I often regret 1 never got one, but
 got a walking stick with a snake carved round it

out of fiddleback.

If you turn the stick round in the sun you would swear a snak
e was crawling up it. He could do anything

in a mill and in 1938 was filing for me at Borch and Homers 
Apollo Bay.

Life revolved around the school when all the locals would g
et together and hold a dance followed by a

monster supper supplied by the local housewives who wou
ld vie with each other with batches of scones,

cakes etc.

although there was a lot of hardship and tragedy at times hum
orous incidents, like the time I would like to

mention Albert Herne the auctioneer was, holding a sale at Bar
ramunga and put up a very old worn out

chestnut mare belonging to a German gentleman. Well during 
the sale to try and kick the bidding a bit he

started at two pounds then kicked the bidding up to six pounds. 
Gentleman I can't sell the fine beast for

six pounds. The owner got very excited and shouted out "sell
 her", "sell her". Shut up you fool said the

auctioneer I haven't got a bid yet.

Caleb and his wife assisted Telfords who were on their way to Apo
llo Bay. They had their 4 children in

two baskets on a packhorse when near Barramunga the bottom fell
 out of one basket dropping 2 of the

kids into the mud.

At that particular time it rained for three weeks without stopping day
 and night. Not just a drizzle but

poured down. Charles Forrest named "Barramunga" after an aborig
inal of that name who.had been shot

for sheep stealing from his Forrest's sheep station at "Warawee' .

Butter was sold from eight pence to one shilling per lb. until the Patterson
 plan stabilised the price to

some extent in 1923. By then most of the farmers had bought cream separat
ors.

When Caleb Gardiner lost his home in the 1886 fire he split timber and built a
 huge barn later it was

used for dancing, tug of war and sports meetings. The old barn with its sh
ingle - roof was known as

"Fern-Halt'. Caleb donated land for a school also land for a Church of Engla
nd. Mr. Greness was the

teacher and soon had an attendance of 75 pupils. Mr. Gowtry a manager of
 the A.N.A. Bank in

Geelong told me his mother had once taught at Barraniunga school years ago w
hen she was very young.

No doubt some of the older generation who are still about will remember
 her.
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About this time the hotel caught fire and the Stephensons
 who were the occupants at the time barely

escaped with their lives.

At this period there were 18 bullock teams operating between 
Birregurra and Barramunga carting split

palings and sawn timber at two and six per hundred. The tri
p to Birregurra and return took a week.

Today same trip by car can be done in about twenty minutes.

The forest fires, rabbits and noxious weed added to the burden o
f the early settlers. The biggest worry

were the Forest Fires these were sometimes started by a cocky 
burning off scrub to encourage growth of

young wiregrass being a good stock food and sometimes by an 
electrical storm. As I mentioned in one. of

my previous books there are only three things that will stop a bad fi
re.

Heavy rain run out of inflammable material or a change of wind to b
low it back on itself. This talk of

fire fighting and breaks are useless in a heavy forest fire, the ashes a
nd sparks will jump for miles and

start up again. I have experienced three bad fires the first one 1 r
emember was about. 1914, the second

1919 and the third last disastrous one in 1939.

One of the hardest things to do is not to run when faced by a holocaust,
 but to get down under a bank

somewhere or preferably a dugout if one is handy and let the fire go
 over the top. The noxious weeds

were mostly blackberry brought from England by some of the earlier settlers 
and spread by the birds and

ragwort known as the yellow peril allegedly brought as seed in imported cha
ff and spread by the horses

and bullocks fed with same, then the seeds spreading with the wind like this
tles. Then the rabbits

imported by Austin at Winchelsea they multiplied and were all over Aust
ralia in a few short years. 1 have

seen a hill -just at sunset, a mass of rabbits you would think the hill was movin
g. The poor cookies

trapped, shot and poisoned them, but to no avail until the Government introdu
ced Mix° and 1080 poison

and today a rabbit has become rather rare.

I saw some for sale in a shop in Geelong recently at $1.80 each and to think the ca
rcases had only a skin

value in the old days.

I remember one chap telling me during the depression he and his family would have starv
ed if it hadn't

been for rabbits and spuds.

When Caleb Gardiner Senior and his wife passed away they were buried in the Colac Cemet
ery and

Caleb Junior took over the farm. It was a very hard battle for him as previously a tree had 
hit him while

working on the railway line near Yauger (near Forrest). He was unconscious for nine days and w
asn't

expected to recover, so a neighbour named McDonald built a coffin for him. Jim Hayes wa
s killed by a

failing blackwood tree and he was buried in the coffin originally built for Caleb. In the meantime
 Caleb

recovered and although partly crippled carried on with the farm till such time he became bed ridden 
and

his son Norman carried on the farm.

The Spong's had the Post Office and halfway house at Mt. Sabine. They had a pet magpie whic
h often 

answered the phone.

When Dan died they realised they didn't have a photo of him so a photographer was brought from

Forrest. They propped Dan up on his bed and took a photo of him. Copies of the photo were eagerly

sought after, the story became known. George Spong and Jack McLennan got the contract to grub

Turtons Pass. One chain wide they were paid at the rate of 30 pound per acre.

Another link missing from the past is the old Indian, Hawker usually his goods were transported per

packhorse. 1 can remember Charlie Mezman or that is the way he pronounced it travelling round the

bush when I was a kid. Great excitement when he opened his bundle. Charlie Mezman seemed a decent

sort of a bloke, he told us he had a wife and five little ones back in India and used to send money home to

support them. He always had a nice, well fed horse, but afraid 1 can't say the same for another one

known as Fuzzle-dean. He always had a cunning look and a skinny old worn out horse. They would

only eat meat they had killed themselves facing the setting sun and used to say sonic sort of prayer over

it. They abhorred pigs and one night sonic of the boys threw a young pig into his camp while he was in

bed then got for their lives. Talk about an uproar, all we could hear was debbil, debbil. Old Charlie

never camped in that spot again.
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He eventually died and was cremated on a big stack of w000,
 his ashes being sent back to India to be

scattered in the Ganges as per their custom. Even with severa
l pounds of butter he didn't burn too well so

they had to fall back on kerosene on the fire to get it going pro
perly-

Caleb Gardiner was the first to have an Edison Bell gramophone
 that was sold in Melbourne. It seemed

a marvellous invention to the people of those days.

James Gardiner is the only surviving member of the late Joh
n Gardiner who built and ran the Ditchley

IPark hotel at Beech Forest. He is now 78 years of age.

Jim originally drove one of the coaches from Forrest to Apollo Bay a
 changing station for horses being

operated by Iva Taylor. This property is now a roadhouse and resta
urant for tourists and operated by

Bob & Irma and they supply some fantastic meals even tho they are b
ack in the backblocks on the side of

the Apollo Bay Road.

In 1950 the locals set to work and built a public hall (without Govern
ment grant). They felled the trees

and cut the timber themselves. They built the hall and surplus timber
 was sold in Geelong to buy

materials and a piano. It was completed in time for the memorable occasio
n of switching on the power

by the S.E.C. in 1956. The state school and fire brigade at Barramunga 
were the best equipped in the

West. Barramunga was a very close knit lot of people always out to help o
ne another if things took an

adverse turn. A big blow to Barramunga was the closure of the sawmi
lls in the district.

These mills had given regular employment to quite a few men of the district.

The Forest.' y claiming they were fire hazards. Big companies with outside in
terests planted various

farms with pine trees should have been let revert back to the native trees. Th
ere are only three of the

original settlers left now. The Gardiners, Thompson and Cunninghams. 
The public hall was donated to

the Colac High School and they made it into a "Timber Top" school and it is a g
reat success. There are

quite a few minerals in the dist' k.-,t such as Black Coal, Bauxite and Calcium so w
ho knows some day

Barramunga may boom again. All that is left of the old days is an odd rusting boiler
 and a few rotting

beams where mills have been in the past.

APOLLO BAY

Apollo Bay is a little town on the ocean surrounded by the Otway

In the very early days it could only be reached by ship. Various ships plied between Me
lbourne and

Portland bringing passengers and goods to the locals and reloading with split timber and
 sawn timber

from the Elliott sawmills.

At a later date a track was cut through Forrest and Barramunga and the Bay was served by 
horse drawn

coach. This track known as the coach road was very rugged and hilly. Passengers had to get ou
t and

walk on the steep up grades and hang on for dear life on the down grades. Often the coach overtu
rned

then it was a case of jump for your life. Double fair was charged for a bag of flour as the drive
r

reckoned it couldn't walk up the hills and lighten the load.

Eventually a bitumen road was constructed from Colac through Forrest and Barrarnunga over Mt.

Sabine to Apollo Bay and Sims & Varcoe also Fletchers ran passenger buses connecting with the 
rail at

Colac. This was a great boon to the people of the Bay. One driver Phil Whelan drove a bus for years

and later drove for Trans Otway when they bought the run out. He was a colossal driver, born and bred

in the bush. I have heard it said he could drive to the Bay with his eyes shut. He had a colossal memory

and was never known to forget a parcel or a part if someone had asked him to get it for them. He was a

son of Paddy Whelan who with his brothers came to the Bay with their bullock teams in the early days.

have previously mentioned Bill Whelan who was recognised as the crack bullocky in the Otways when I

was only a kid. One brother was clearing land with his bullocks at Apollo Bay and didn't see a limb on it

and when the bullocks rolled it, said limb struck him and killed him. His poor wife and children -battled

on their own and eked out an existence on the selection.

No doubt some of these early pioneers had a very hard and frustrating life especially the women folk

never seeing another women for months on end and only having the bare necessities. Eventually the

government built the Great Ocean Road hewn out of the cliff face in most places but a great boost to the
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residents and a big attraction to the tourist trade. The people in the early 
days were very sports minded

with football, wood chopping etc. Also periodically they used to hold horse
 races on the sand when the

tide was out. Often a freak wave would roll in during a race and horses w
ould be floundering up to their

knees in surf and it would mean a re run.

A chap I knew as a boy named Rube Ecklund used to race a pony named Subma
rine. This pony was of

a very quiet nature and I have ridden him myself in the past. (Not in races 
tho.). The procedure for pony

races. They were handicapped according to height at wethers and the smaller the p
ony the more start it

got. Rube had "Sub" trained as soon as he led him up to be measured he woul
d tap him on the withers

and "Sub", would spread his legs out thereby lowering his 'height. Rube reckoned he us
ed to gain as

much as 4" that way. Another chap who also rode in the races was the late Bill Sh
arp from Colac.

There were some hard cases round those times, take old Harry for instance he was 
going down a back

track to the Bay and found an old chap dead so set off home fully intending to report sa
me to t e local.

policeman however, called into the Hotel and forgot all about the dead man and next day 
the constable

was in the hotel and said we found old so and so dead up the back road today. He was there
 yesterday

piped up old Harry. Why didn't you tell me said the constable? I knew he wouldn't run away said old

Harry. Another time they were working on the road and got a ride home in Roy Riorkies tip t
ruck.

They were all sitting in the back and old Harry piped up drop us in front of the pub Roy. Wh
ey Roy

reached the hotel he slowed down and operated his hoist spreading them out on the road. Gee old 
Harry

went crook.

Well said Roy you asked me to drop you in front of the Pub and that's what I did. Apollo Bay was

always noted for its beautiful timber in the early days, the Elliott Mills sending their timber by sh
ip to

Melbourne, then in 1937 Borth and Horner erected a mill near where the cape Otway lighthouse road

left the highway. I sawed for them and they were beautiful logs while they used to cut 4 loads per day,

anything from 10 - 12 thousand super ft, per day. Mostly blue gum with odd grey gum ash and silvertop

raessmate. This timber was carted by motor truck and loaded at Forrest railway station.

Dick Borch who ran the mill was a very hard worker and everyone had to do their bit. I got on well with

him and only left when I was offered a partnership in a mill at top of Charlies Creek near Ferguson.

Unfortunately this mill at Ferguson burnt down in the disastrous 39 fires and I was back on wages. At a

later date Norm Gordon put in a mill and cut logs from Borch's old area then sold his mill to Swift &

Markovitch who recently closed down. As far as 1 know there is no longer a saw mill at the Bay. The

blue gum was the best of anywhere in the world., An incident comes to mind when talking of the Bay.

One old identity had gone blind and as he had always fished from the pier, not being able to see didn't

deter him.

He used to walk out on the pier tapping the iron rail of the tram line with his stick. Unfortunately this

particular day they had removed a rail and were going to replace it. Nobody noticed the old chap tapping

his way out on the pier and when he couldn't feel the rail moved over and promptly fell into the sea.

Fortunately he found a pile while splashing round and hung onto it till he was able to attract attention.

The fisherman's Co-op. has grown into a very large business now and fish are transported to the

Melbourne market per medium of motor truck. The local fishermen now get a stable price for their catch.

A breakwater was built whether it is an advantage or not I am not in a position to say, but I have heard it

said it caused a sand bar to form across the Bay, but there is always some for and some agginst any

progress. Many industries from the past are missing sawmills, the butter factory, privately owned power

station as the Bay is now supplied by S.E.C. Axe handle factory manufacturing axe handles out of blue-

gum. The cable station is still operating. It is a very nice quiet friendly town where everyone knows

everyone else, in fact quite a few of the locals are related with the exception of Xmas & Easter when

there is a large influx of visitors and tourists. No doubt the Ocean Road lives up to its name for beautiful

scenery, but the poor unfortunate driver sees nothing of this as he has to keep his eyes glued to the road

all the way.

At this stage I would like to give the constable of the latter period a well deserved pat on the back. I refer

to Constable Mildren who spent a number of years at the Bay being the only representative of law and
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order and did a sterling job and was highly respected and a friend of 
all. He is now retired in Belmont,

but will long be remembered by the locals at the Bay.,

When talking of fishing two funny incidents slipped my memory. Th
e first one, one chap was casting his

line, accidentally hooked himself through the lip. Then another time 
another chap was pulling a large

couta in and it flipped off the hook, said hook going through fisher
man's nose. His mates led him down

the street by the nose like a prize bull. Doctor not being available
, a chap, a bit of a hard case who

owned a local garage said he would remove it and after pouring quite a
 fair amount of brandy into the

victim, attacked the hook with a cold chisel and hammer. I can't swear
 to this, but have been told he

screwed victims head up in a vice before beginning operation. However ev
entually cut the hook much to

the relief of the victim.

Must mention in the old days all cream was transported to the butter factory
 per horse and sled and quite

a few sleds used to be lined up in front of the factory of a morning a fair fe
w of them being either in

charge of the cockys wife and sometimes driven by children. One time the loca
l bakehouse caught fire

and there being no fire brigade or articulated water at that time, half the street 
burnt down before it was

brought under control. The local policeman blocked off a gutter and organised a b
ucket chain with the

locals and brought it under control. Constable Mildren then called a meeting and s
tarted the first Apollo

Bay Fire Brigade of which he had the honour to be elected captain. There were qui
te a few wrecks with

the cargo boats along the coast. I well remember the Casino going down at Apollo Bay
 with the loss of

10 lives. Mrs. Gill the stewardess put a life belt on Joan Green, aged 14 thereby 
saving her life, but by

so doing sacrificed her own chances and was drowned. There were many acts of heroi
sm just to mention

two others, Constable Mildren and Axel Madsen tied ropes round themselves and trie
d to swim out to

the ship. An impossible task with the heavy seas running at the time. But they tried and 
nearly drowned

in the attempt. There were many unrecorded acts of heroism in the past.

Going to a lighter vein during the last war the Bay had their coast watchers and one chap r
eported a (spy)

sending morse signals with a light from the mouth of Skeries creek. He reckons he could re
ad morse

code, but said these messages must be in code as he couldn't read them. On investigation it was
 found

one of the locals was fossicking among the rocks for shellfish equipped with a hurricane lamp s
o ended

another war scare.

In conclusion I would like to say the untold beauty in the (Bay) area. To mention a few, one scenic
 spot

is named paradise the name speaks for itself also various fern gullys and waterfalls scattered throu
gh the

bush.

Then we have Turtons track winding its way from Apollo Bay road to Beech Forest it is flanked on both

sides by dozens of different ferns and shrubs while the tall mountain ash trees dotted here and there give a

look at the forest of the past. I have been told Turtons track has 42 bends to the mile, there isn't a straight

section on it. We also have the great Ocean Road with beautiful scenes all the way. I am rather proud of

the fact that I cut the white posts for it when it was first completed and opened. No pen of mine can

adequately describe the beauty surrounding the Bay. No need to go overseas, just toddle down to the Bay

for a week and I bet you stay a month or even like it a lot before you decide to retire down there. Very

relaxing watching the suncrested waves whispering on the beach and if you are inclined can join some of

the not so young residents on the seats provided and they will tell you of incidents of the past while you

relax in the sun. If you think your driving ability isn't equal to the Ocean Road, Trans Otway operate a

very excellent bus service connecting with the trains at Geelong.
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FORREST AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Volume I, Issue I

Our Society
Foundation
Members

Thank you for joining our
Society and our apolo-
gies for the delay in ac-
knowledging your sub-
scription. We have been
busy finalizing the
plaques for our Forrest
History Walk.
We are very pleased to
welcome the following 20
foundation members of
the Forrest and District
Historical Society.

Frank Whitehead
Don Whitehead
Bernice Currie
Bev Thomas
Lois Kemp
Alf & Lorna Wilhelms
Ken Widdowson
Rachel Buckley
Julie Etheve
Frank Frizon
June Frizon
Anne & George Trew
Ros & Bruce Upson
Pat & Rosie Murnane
Bruce & Gill Neale
Forrest Primary

School
Norman Houghton
Biddy Clissold

(Hammond)
Vera Tebble
Dorothy Frizon

So if you haven't already
done so please join the
Society in order to re-
ceive the next newsletter
i n the mail and to partici-
pate in our research,
writing and exhibitions if
you are interested.

An application form is
enclosed. Subscription is
$25.00 per year and $15
concession for 60yrs.
and over.

FORREST HISTORY

NEWSLETTER
November 2006 Price 20c

NEW HISTORICAL sociEn
Following the success of
our Forrest History Day last
November the 2e2005,
We have decided to create
the Forrest and District
Historical Society.

With the photos that peo-
ple brought along to the
history day and the infor-
mation which we gathered
then and since we already
had over 300 photos, prom-
ises of many more and

Our new Society applied to
the Colac Otway Shire for
seed funding to help get
out Society off the ground.

As our Birregurra col-
leagues advised us, one of
our advantages of starting
from scratch now is that it
opens the possibility of
having our entire historic
records in digital format
on a computer system.

To take advantage of this
suggestion the first thing
we needed was some ba-
sic computer equipment on
which we could create our
archives. We applied to
the Shire for $5,000 in start
up funding and on the 1315
J uly we were informed that
a grant for $1925.00 had
been awarded which was
duly received.

offers to provide further
i nformation about our fasci-
nating history.

I t was therefore felt that we
needed to create some sort
of organisational structure
and a proper well managed
historic archive in which to
carefully record and pre-
serve al l of this information
so that it wil l be readily
available for a reference,
publication and the interest
of future generations.

THANKS TO COLAC-

OTWAY SHIRE

This has enable the pur-
chase of an A3 printer on
which this newsletter has
been produced, a starter
supply of paper and inks
and a scanner for scanning
photographs and docu-
ments into our records.

The computer equipment we were

able to acquire with the Shire's grant

FORREST AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Statement of Purpose

To research and collect historical Information
about Forrest and the surrounding district.

To create and manage an archive of historical
photos, films, sound recordings, documents and
real ía.

To publish historical booklets, monographs and
newsletters of interest to members and the public.

It was also clear from our
history day that it was be-
coming quite urgent that we
gather as much information
as we can from the older
members of the community
while the opportunity still
remains. We were all sad-
dened by the fact that
Joyce Harding passed
away between the time we
sent out invitations to our
history day and the day on
which it took place. This
was a timely warning.

Our funding did not go as
far as a desk top computer
and monitor but in the end
we found an out of date
model of a portable laptop
computer which we got for
around $600 which would
enable us to go to mem-
bers' homes and scan their
photos and documents into
our records on the spot
without them having to part
with their precious memo-
rabilia and at the same
time to be able to enter
descriptive information into
our system.

This grant from the Shire
has been enormous en-
couragement and will get
us off to a flying start in
creating our historic re-
cords.

To encourage and support writers and producers of
new works about the history of Forrest and district.

To collaborate with the Colac Otway Shire and
other government agencies in the creation of his-
torical exhibits.

To cooperate with fellow historical societies and
share information and resources.

To conduct historical festivals and exhibitions.

To raise funds to assist in the achievement of these
purposes
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CanYou Help With Further Research

As we are a new Society there is a
great deal of research work to be un-
dertaken, gathering stories and photo-
graphs and researching precise infor-
mation about our past for the interest
of our members and other residents
and visitors. Here are just a few ex-
amples of further research which can
be undertaken:

Anyone interested in looking spe-
cifically at the history of Barwon
Downs? We do not have much infor-
mation at all, although there is a little
at Birregurra. Perhaps someone from
Barwon Downs itself would be inter-
ested in gathering photos and informa-
tion and writing it up for the archive.

Similarly we would be interested
in anyone who would like to develop
part of the archive for the history of
Barramunga and the history of

" Bertie Ireland used to grow the hops
and people came from far a field, as
well as locally to pick the hops. If they
got a 20 pound cheque they were
really happy. They would be up at the
break of dawn and there would be a
race to see who could get out there
first. So finally he brought in a rule
that they could not start before a cer-
tain hour. Bertie was a teetotaller and
never drank at all. At one time he
wanted a cook and advertised for one,
a woman came, a Mrs Urban and she
was a drinker and she used to ring
Dorothy to ask her to get a taxi be-
cause she would've been away drink-
ing for two weeks or more. She used
to make a cake sometimes and bring it

to Dorothy.

The hop fields
were a great fam-
ily time during the
picking. Bertie
had a gummy leg
and had to drive
with it sticking
outside, so the
door was re-
moved from his
car.

Bertie Ireland in his hop fields

Gerangamete. Barramunga is impor-
tant because it actually predates
Forrest. Mills were established there
earlier than the beginning of Forrest
and it was originally planned as the
terminus of the Railway.

Family studies: Would anyone
be interested in developing specific
writings about individual families with
long associations with Forrest. For
example we have some good material
on the Frizon family but what about
others, the Whitehead, Gourley, Cur-
tis, Halliday, Hammond, Whelan, Wil-
hems, Kent and many other families.

The Hopfields: We have a few
good references and photos of the
hopfields which played such an impor-
tant part in the life of Forrest in the
30's and 40's. Who would like to
gather more and write up the story ?

A Hair Raising Trip!
by Dorothy Frizon

I n June, when the big exhibition was
on in Melbourne, Bertie wanted to go
and said to Dorothy's Aunty Nell that
he would take her and Dorothy to
Melbourne if they would like to come.
They went up in a half ton truck. The
right door didn't open so everyone
had to get in and out on the left hand
door. They left the truck outside and
took the tram into the city. They went
to the Melbourne Coffee Palace to
stay. Aunty Nell booked in because it
was good to have the one place but
when Bertie Ireland inquired the price
it was 10 shillings per night. There
was no way he was going to pay that
because there was a cheap bed he
could get at the Salvation Army for 3
shillings. However in the end he did
not stay at the Salvation Army but
decided that he would spend 5 shil-
lings for the night and stayed at the
Melbourne Coffee Palace in Little
Collins St, but he did not have a good
night because his room was right next
to the kitchen and he could not sleep
for the noise.

Coming back they decided to leave at
2.00pm because it was a long way to
go and they could only drive about 20
miles an hour but there was not much
traffic on the road. It was on a Friday

How about organising a field day to
see where they were and hear from
those who remember working there?

Yaugher was the forerunner to
Forrest but there is nothing to see
there now. Where was the railway
station, mill, the Anglican Church, the
school? Would anyone like to take
members there and point out those
locations? Do we have any photos?

Forrest families picking hops.

and you could see commercial travel-
lers coming back into town but he was
often driving on the wrong side of the
road and the girls would often have to
yell at him "you're on the wrong side
of the road" and he would come back
again, and then "you're on the wrong
side of the road again." He didn't
have any tail light. He had a hurri-
cane lamp and that was quite an ex-
perience. He had no matches to light
it. When we were coming towards
Colac we suggested he should go
through Birregurra and he asked what
the roads were like. We said that they
were okay but they were pretty rough
and when we were going up Bert
M uir's Hil l, which in those days was
quite steep, the truck stopped so we
had to put on the handbrake in the
middle of the driving compartment
and then along came Jack Turner in
his motorbike and sidecar. Jack went
and got a log of wood and put behind
the truck and got it going again and so
he got me
home. I will
always remem-
ber that trip, it
was hair rais-
ing."

(Taped inter-
view with Doro-
thy Frizon 2006)
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For many years we have had a won-
derful set of photographs provided by
the late Nan Lidgerwood of an old
slab and bark hut. It is one of the
best examples of its kind and perhaps
the only one built in the vicinity of
Forrest. The question was, where was
the hut located and who was the per-

The Old Bark Hut
And of thefurniture, there's no such thing,

'twas never in the place,
Except the stool I sit upon-and that's an old

gin case.
It does usfor a safe  as well, but you must keep

it shut,
Or the flies would make it canter round the old

bark hut.
Chorus

In an old bark hut, in and old bark hut.
Or thefiies would make it canter round the old

bark hut. Anon.

son who lived there?

At our exhibition for the Forrest History
Day the owner was quickly identified
as Willie Asplin a well known identity
from the 30's. Albie Halliday was able
to find out from this father, Bob that
the hut was located on a knoll down
Reserve Road just beyond the first
bridge over the Serpentine. With
Frank Whitehead and Ken Widdowson
Albie went looking recently, and he
thinks he may have identified the site.

The nearest residence is a new mod-
ern straw bail home which has just
been constructed by the
Schuhmann's.

Dorothy Frizon mentioned Willy briefly
i n her taped interview and Albie and
others remember something about
him. We have a 1920 rate notice and
lot number.

Is anybody interested in researching
and writing up this interesting old char-
acter and how he came to have a
beautiful example of a bark hut in the
Forrest area? If so, please call Ken
(52366327) or Ros (52366538)

Great support from Fellow Societies
We have already received excellent
help from other local Societies. Colac
History Centre has provided old subdi-
vision maps, Apollo Bay Historical
Society gave us a photo of the Hotel in
1910 and Geelong Heritage Centre
has made available old Otway Shire
rate books and press cutting files.

Thank you Birregurra

I n particular we have had great en-
couragement and support from the
Birregurra and District Historical Soci-
ety. We report regularly to their
monthly meetings and they have

Peter Shanahan at his historic family
homestead, Happy Valley. Birregurra

offered us copies of any photos or
records we require. One of their
members, Peter Shanahan, is the
grandson of William Pengilley, the
first publican at Forrest. He has pro-
vided us with WP's biography, family
tree and a remarkable photo of the
opening of the Terminus Hotel, Cash
Store and Post Office in 1892.

He has also generously given our
Society an entire copy of ancestor
T. Pengilley's log book of his journey
to Australia from London, August
28th to Dec. 22nd 1852.

GOOD PROGRESS WITH
FORREST HISTORY WALK

Our thanks to all those who contrib-
uted to the content of the plaques.
Norm Houghton kindly checked all
our information and Jim Spiers pro-
vided many of the photos. Jim has
obviously been a 'one man Historical
Society' for many years. He has dili-
gently conducted and recorded inter-
views and developed a wonderful
collection of historic photos. He is
generously contributing to our activi-
ties as a member. The Shire has

come up with a new design for the
plaques. They will now be podium
style, look better and easier to read.

Tess Winter, Frank Whitehead, Albert Halliday, Roe
Upson. Maureen Ward and John Vi'eickhirdt recently
gave the history walk a test run. Plagues are ex-

pected to be installed in January.

The School Interviews
recorded last year with,
Jim Spiers, Audrey
Miller, June and Frank
Frizon and Gill and
Bruce Neale are now in
our archives along with

a 2 hour interview with Dorothy Fri-
zon, (see story page 2). Both Bruce
and Dorothy referred to a WW2
AIRPLANE WATCH at Forrest.
Where was it located, who manned
it and did they spot anything?
Would any member be interested in
researching and writing this up?
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Thank you to
local businesses

We want to say a sincere thanks to
those businesses which purchased
and sold the 2006 astronomy calen-
dars kindly donated by Ken's son

David with the proceeds going to our
Forrest History photo archive. Most
have now taken the 2007 calendars.

Those businesses which assisted us
for 2006 and 2007 were as follows:

Moriac Store $25 (2006)
Deans Marsh Store $75, $50
Colac Newsagency $50, $50
Colac Visitors Centre $50 (2006)
Barwon Downs $50.

And a very special thanks to

ROSE'S GENERAL STORE

Rose and Jim collected over
$150 for our new Society from calen-
dar sales without taking any proportion

of the money for themselves.
That was most appreciated.

So please buy lots
from our generous

sponsors.

In addition we received the following
donations on the Forrest History Day:
Frank Whitehead $10
Don Whitehead $10
Dorothy Frizon $5

The money received from sponsors
and donors will be used to employ
some part time help to get into our
computer archive all those maps,
books, video tapes, photos and docu-
ments which have been contributed
following our Forrest History Day.

TREASURES FROM OUR SOCIETY'S ARCHIVES
This wonderful
photo really cap-
tures the life of
early settlers
around Forrest.
Probably taken
around the turn
of the century it
is from the Black
g irls' album
made available
by Cyril and Nan
Lidgerwood. We
do not know who
they are or
where the farm
is but they are
dressed in their
Sunday best for
the photo.

Where is the Tiger?
During the Great Depression in 1935
the Victorian Railways decided to use
cars converted to run on rails, as a
cheap alternative to a large train. They
did a contract in February 1936 for 6
sedan type rail cars with the Canada
Cycle and Motor Co. The chassis,
made by Dodge Bros., USA, were
modified by the SA Railways and fitted
with car bodies. They were painted
black with chrome yellow stripes.

The 'Tiger' at Forrest Station

They quickly became known as
"Tigers" and given the road numbers
of 70 — 75RM. They were stationed at
Forrest, Goroke, Avoca, and Katama-
tite. The last unit in service was the
72RM at Forrest in 1952. But where

did these 6 rai l cars finish up?

This requires some further research.
We have discovered that 74RM is
currently undergoing major restoration
at Daylesford. We have contacted
them and offered to contribute towards
the cost of renovation in the hope that
i n exchange we could have the Tiger
back here in Forrest from time to time
on special occasions. Perhaps Birre-
gurra and Deans Marsh would also be
interested. (Latest news is that the
person doing the renovation has left
the Daylesford district).

But where are the other Tigers?

r

,
7",-.17,7-mena,

First train to run to Forrest

Frank Whitehead was always sure that
there was another larger 'Tiger', but
no-one else could be found to confirm
that. However we subsequently came
across a photograph which appeared
to confirm his memory. (see below).

One of the trains was called 'The Fly-
ing Dunny'. Was this the one?

There is a great deal associated with
the rail services to Forrest which re-
quires further research.

This is a wonderful opportunity for
any rail enthusiasts or other mem-
bers interested to help develop our
archive on the Forrest rail service.

Surprisingly some the best Forrest
photos are available at the Puffing
Billy Railway Museum, Belgrave! The
Birregurra Historical Society has a
good section on the Railway Service
to Forrest which is going to be helpful.
If interested, call Ken, 52 366 327.
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WE LOSE A
POPULAR
MEMBER

The sudden death of Vera Teb-
ble, at 75, on the 3rd of August
was a great loss to her family
and her many friends.

As a foundation member of our
Society she provided invaluable
information on our early history.
I remember sitting in a car out-
side the hotel and she de-
scribed for me the entire layout
of the old Hotel, having worked
there for some years.

At her funeral Graham 'Coke'
Newcombe paid tribute to her
as a hard worker and a popular,
caring woman who loved chil-
dren. Vera was born at Kawar-
ren. Her mother died when she
was only 18 months and she
was raised by her father and
older brothers and sisters.

Nevin Kent brought the family
to Forrest around 1941 to a
farm at now Kents Rd and Vera
attended Forrest school until
age 14. She occasionally
wagged school to work at
Queenie Frizon's shop. Coke
told some amusing stories
about the children, once at
home alone and threatened by
a bush fire they threw the furni-
ture into the creek to save it. Of
course the wind changed. At
13 she met 'Boxer' her future
husband and decided then he
was her man. They married
when she turned nineteen.

Vera will be fondly remembered
by all.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCING OUR FIRST PUBLICATION

The research and photo col-
lecting that went into our very
successful HOP FIELDS DIS-
COVERY DAY last October
led to the production of a use-
ful eight page Data Sheet.
When Society member Pam
Jennings saw it, she was sure
it was the basis of our first
booklet.

Adding her own exciting re-
search on early Forrest fami-
lies and the hop growing in-
dustry, Pam traced the begin-
nings to 1877. While Bertie
Ireland is the name most asso-

ciated with hop
fields many fami-
lies grew hops
then, along with
tobacco in some
cases. The first
was Stephen
Blundy, drawing
on his experience
of hop growing in
Kent England.
Corney, Fletcher,
Porteous, Malhoff,
Bartlett, Wood,
Weir and Wilson
were others involved.

Here Don Whitehead is showing the group the track
from Forrest into Bertie Ireland's first hop paddock

Pam has found some excellent
additional photos including an
early hop barn and extracts from
newspapers of the day. Our new
booklet is rounded out with remi-
niscences from May Jennings,
Clarrie Hutchison, Cliff Frizon,
Edna Crabb and Bruce Neale.

Pam Jennings took the entire
responsibility for the production
of this booklet. Thank you Pam.

Many Forrest families were
touched by the hop growing so
please make sure you obtain
your copy of this fascinating new
booklet and the Hop Fields Dis-
covery Day data sheet on which
it is based. (Cont. page 2)

MARKING THE END OF 150 YEARS OF LOGGING

OUR NEXT EVENT

On July 3rd the Geelong
Advertiser announced the
end of State forest logging
after 150 years. 'The last
licence to log, held by Mur-
nane's mill in Colac expired
on Monday' (30th June 2008)

We will assemble at the Ter-
minus Hotel, Forrest, as
usual at 10.30am Sunday
the 19th October. We will
have speakers, including Jim
Spiers, with video and pic-
tures of bush mills, tramlines
and logging equipment. It will
also be an opportunity to
help get our new archives in
order. Keith Maxwell, Birre-
gurra has been helping enter
data but we are looking for
captions for our 400pictures.

RESEARCHING
BARRAMUNGA

In the afternoon, following our
very successful visit to Barwon
Downs in March, we would now
like to turn our attention to Bar-
ramunga.

Barra existed before Forrest,
and if it had not been found
unsuitable as the rail terminus
perhaps Forrest may never have
existed!

It was the site of some important
mills in those early days of log-
ging so it is appropriate that we
study it on this occasion.

I will get a lot map and start a
Data Sheet for our research. We
could visit there in a car convoy
in the afternoon to locate former
historic sites.

CAN YOU HELP WITH
PHOTOS AND INFO?

We do not currently have any
members from Barramunga. Who
is a good guide to its former his-
toric sites. Where were the mills?
store? hotel? school etc. Do you
have any photos to include in our
Data Sheet? Please let me know,
email, send them do Forrest PO,
or bring them on the day.

Jim Spiers has contributed the
first story. There was a two sto-
rey hotel there. One night there
was loud banging on the front
door and the publican leant out of
the top window. "We want to stay
here" the visitors shouted. The
reply they got was "well stay
there but stop making such a
racket so I can get some sleep!"

•ss7.-
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THE TIGER BEING RESTORED

AT DAYLESFORD
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One of the 6 Tiger Rail Trains which
served in Victoria up to the 1950's is
being restored by the Daylesford Spa
Country Railway. It is the 74RM. Not
the one which served Forrest which
was the 72RM, the last one in service.

In February 1936, six petrol driven
sedan type rail cars were commis-
sioned from the Cycle and Motor Com-
pany. The chassis were manufactured
by Dodge Bros USA and the bodies
fitted by the South Australian Railways
including very distinctive yellow and
black stripes which gave it its name.

This particular Tiger languished in the
rail yards at Williamstown for many
years before being taken on loan by
the Daylesford Group who have been
working on its restoration on and off
for the last 15 years.

It was in considerable disrepair when

they took it over but a lot of work has
been done in restoring the panel work.
The motor ticks over but a great deal

The 'Tiger' in 2000

more has to be done including the
creation of the new jack which is used
to elevate and turn vehicle.

The Society has approached both the
Australian Railway History Society,
which owns the Tiger, and the Dayles-
ford Group which have it on loan for its
restoration to collaborating in some
way to accelerate its restoration so
that we may be able to have it here on
display from time to time along with
other interested groups such as those
in Birregurra and Deans Marsh. It
could well become a centre piece at
some of our regular annual festivals
and will bring back memories for many
people who can still remember travel-
ling on the Tiger or going down to the
local station to collect the mail.

Do we know of anybody within our
Society or friends who might have
some knowledge of vintage car resto-

The 'Tiger' under restoration this year

ration, in this case a '36 Dodge, who
might be willing to contribute some time
and effort to helping to finish this work
or anyone who has sufficient interest to
take responsibility for our end of the
project and help raise necessary funds
to ensure its completion?

They estimate it may take $50,000 to
get it back on the rails and to have it
undergo safety checks etc. We imagine
that it would be transportable by road so
that it can be brought to various sites in
our area for people to inspect. Could
we have your ideas and suggestions?

HOP FIELDS DISCOVERY DAY

Aroona Court provided an excellent view
of the entire hop growing area including
the road that used to lead across the

bridge to the Colac Forrest Rd.

HOP GROWING AT FORREST
Pam Jennings

The district of Yaugher, and later the town-
ship, can be traced to the early 1870's
when selectors took up land along the
Barwon River flats at the edge of the Ot-
way Ranges. Many of the farmers steadily
cultivated the industry of hop growing until
the 1940's. The area was known by many
names: Gerangamete Valley, Yaugher
Valley and Hop Valley. The East and West
branches of the Barwon River provided the
two main river flats and of course water for
the crop.

The soil upon which the hop vine was
cultivated, was said to be in every way
suited for its growth, and resembling in
many particulars, the characteristics of the
soil in County Kent, the famous hop grow-
ing county from which the Blundys came.

The hop (Humulus Lupulus) is a herba-
ceous hardy perennial and belongs to the
Cannabinacae family, which also includes
hemp and is related to the nettle and elm
families. It dies back to its roots every year
and will live for 20 years of more. The hop
is a dioecious plant, which means that the
male and female flowers are borne on
separate plants, and it is the larger female
flowers, called cones, that yield the fruits

that are used com-
mercially. Petals grow
inside the cones and
these house yellow
glands that, when
dried, give beer its
distinctive bitter taste

and smell. In past times it was also used
medicinally and also for bakers to prepare
yeast.

For more than eight years Mr Elliott, the
well-known brewer for Messrs Hodges
Bros, used these Gerangamete hops, both
at his brewery establishment in Colac and
at the West End brewery in Latrobe Ter-
race, Geelong.

Members enjoyed a video presentation on
hop growing including pictures of the en-

tire process from Tasmania.

Bob Casper, who took over
the Ireland property when
there were still poles in the
ground, confirms that there
were hop fields right up to the
house. The barn had two
levels with the press in the
upper level. The press was

operated by a large capstan wheel
manned by four men to compress the dry
hops before tying the bale. There was a
hole in the wall to drop the bale to ground
level. The furnace to dry the hops was
located at one end of the barn. The edge
of each hop field was built up and flood
irrigated from the river. The vines grew on
coconut fibre strings which were cut down
at harvest time.



YOU ARE INVITED TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE F ORREST AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

-Geelong Heritage Centre
61 Little Malop St
GEELONG VIC 3220

DO WE HAVE YOU PARTICULARS CORRECT?

Since our beginning in 2006 we have done fairly well
financially with over 80 member subscription, donations
and assistance from the Shire. But we have plenty of
exciting tasks ahead and we now need to refresh the
kitty.

At the same time you may like to purchase the 2009
Astronomy Calendar, our first publication, Hop Growing
at Forrest and some of the other valuable publication on
our fascinating district.

To renew your subscription Adult, Single or family
Concession, over 60yrs

PRICE QUNTY TOTAL

$25
15

r . 2009 Astronomy Calendar, donated for fund raising for
the society. Have you ever wondered 'What star is that?'_
'Where are the planets tonight?"What phase is the $10

,
moon? This handy monthly calendar tells it all. It's educa-

: tional for children and makes an ideal Christmas gift
which would be easy to post.

Pam Jennings has done a remarkable job assembling
'
,

some solid history, not seen before, on the early settlers
around Forrest involved in hop growing. This is one of
those little history booklets which will sell out quickly
and go out of print. Hop growing at Forrest, Pub. 2008

$10

'17:•,, '
....... - DATA SHEETS. We develop an 8 Yaugher, Ghost Town $2

pg. data sheet for each discovery Hop Fields Discovery Day
day. They make interesting read-

$2

ing, a good souvenir and a catch History walk around Barwon
up for those who could not attend

$2

.., By the Banyan, by Norman Houghton, provides the best current
overview of the history of Forrest and Barramunga. Sections cover
the railway, roads. farming, timber, sport, social, businesses, police,
medical and Churches. Every home should have a copy.

$7

Jim Spier's has gathered some great stories (guaranteed true!) in his
booklet, Kaanglang, Of way Secrets and Special Places, Do you

/ know the Duke of Gloucester's Hut story? Meet early settlers Sander-
son, Grants, Curtis and a full, dramatic, account of Lake Elizabeth.

$9

-
With drama, humour and superb photographs, Norm Houghton's latest
book, Beech Forest, Capital on the Ridge, is stacked with interest.

. From giant trees, logging and rail to an emerging township, it earns a $15
,.. place on your bookshelf and is the complete guide for a visit there.

,
OTHERS AVAILABLE: Beechy Rail, Norman Houghton, (new)
Homes in the Hills, Barongarook, Gellibrand, Banool and Carlisle R

$7
$12.50

Forestry in the Otways, DVD by Jim Spiers $19.50
Lake Elizabeth, (History and beautiful nature study), DVD Jim Spiers, $19.50
Pine Plantations in the Otways, DVD, Jim Spiers $19.50

Postage: $7. $7.
Please to Forrest Historical Society,send your subscription/order
c/o PO Forrest 3236 or bring it to the next meeting. TOTAL $
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BARWON DOWNS HISTORY WALK SUNDAY 2nd March 2008

Report by John James

The walk began at Brian & Heather
Neale's property in Mahers Rd Bar-
won Downs. Brian had drawn up a
plan showing the position of the
Butcher's Shop and Slaughter House
operated by Eric &Katherine (Kit)
Gourley from about 1920 to 1958.
Brian told how, when his father
(Charlie) bought the farm in 1958 from
Clare Hurst, Eric Gourley moved his
Butchery to Forrest.

Not a lot remains, but we did see one
of the big iron boilers which were
used to render fat. Most of the build-
ings have been modified over the
years. Brian recalled that when his
family moved in, there was a huge
collection of carts, wagon and har-
ness. His father gave most of this
away. Brian &Heather live in Clare
Hurst's house, which has seen lots of
renovation. Eric Gourley's house
which was about half a kilometre fur-
ther down Mahers Rd. was demol-
ished about 1985.

B r i an
pointed to
where there
once stood
a storage
shed that
had origi-
nally been
a church
school, now
situated
near the
present Fire
Station.

Brian and Heather Neale and Cindy Maguire
with the iron boiler from the killing pen

We then listened to an entertaining
talk by Cindy Maguire, who worked as
a butcher for Eric Gourley. Cindy
started there as boy of 14. He told of
how the bodies of beef, and the sheep
were brought up, from the Killing pen,
on a cart pulled by a horse called
"Paddy'. Cindy had a love/hate rela-
tionship with Paddy, who sometimes
was known to nip. Cindy was in-
volved in the killing and skinning of
the beasts and the hanging of the
hides. "runners" (intestines) had to be
prepared for later use as sausage
casings. In addition he served in the
shop, and made up the orders, which
Eric delivered to Forrest on Tuesday
& Friday, by horse and cart. Eric&
Kit's daughter, (Marj) used the horse

and cart for deliv-
eries around Bar-
won Downs, on
Wednesday and
Saturday. Marj -
(Harrington), and -
her sister, Val,
and her mother, worked in the shop.

There was no
electricity at the
shop, and a pet-
rol engine had to
be started up
each day to re-
frigerate the cool

Painting of Gourley's house

Next, we drove 1 km. to "Blackwood"
the original Hayden Home. It is on the
Birregurra Forrest Road, (Number
1630). Next door (No. 1626) is where
Hayden's Store once stood, in front of
what is now a private residence. The
tramway, which carried the timber from
the bush mill to the Barwon Downs Rail-
way Station, passed out the front.

MOM.

Hayden's Store can be seen behind the passing timber

A little further on, just past the new Bar-
won Downs Fire Station, at the intersec-
tion of Wickham's lane and Callahan's
Lane are the remains of Hayden's saw
mill, which in its heyday employed up to
40 men. Also the nearby kiln, which
operated from about 1941 until it burnt
down in 1944. It is a substantial con-
crete structure, and was built to kiln dry
timber, using steam .Now its only occu-
pants are Bottle Swallows (Fairy Mar-
tins). Ron Cunnington told us how the
timber came into the kilns, for season-
ing. A trolley loaded with the sawn tim-
ber rolled down the incline to the railway
siding. A horse pulled the empty trolley
back up to the mill. The
mill operated until about
1972.

Nothing much remains
of the Railway siding.
Sad, because from here,
in addition to timber;
milk, cream, turnips,
potatoes and charcoal
were dispatched. Also,
mail went out each day
on "The Tiger". Passen-
gers, too.

Next, we went to see Charlie Dray-
ton's shop which still stands (Number
1588). It is now a private residence,
and has been renovated in such a
manner, that it replicates many of the
features of the old shop. Drayton's
shop also housed the telephone ex-
change. Charlie worked on the Ex-
change and was assisted by Lynette
Callahan (Faughey) who worked for
him as a telephonist in about 1958.
Jenny Cunnington (nee Curtis) re-
called how, when she worked at the-
Forrest Telephone Exchange in 1962
she often had to put calls through to
Bev Benham (nee Taylor) who was
the telephonist at Barwon Downs.

Forrest Exchange operated all night,
and was very busy, as the West Bar-
won Dam was under construction at
that time. Barwon Downs Exchange
closed at about 8 or 9 pm each eve-
ning.

Next door to Drayton's shop once
stood what is thought to be the small-
est bank in Australia. It was a branch
of The National Bank Of Australasia,
and operated until it closed in 1975.1t
handled the wages of the men who
worked in the three saw mills which
operated in Barwon Downs. Hough-
tons lived in another shop which once
stood on the west side of Charlie
Draytons.

It was a great day. The oldest person
attending was Loma Cunnington who
is 90 and the youngest was Patrick
Charles Cunnington who is 7 months.

Walk concludes near the historic bank.
Loma Cunnington is in blue.
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Once again my son David Widdowson
has donated 50 of his brilliant astronomy
calendars for Society fund raising. Each
month gives the position of stars, and
planets, upcoming eclipses and a superb
photo of a stellar object.

We are grateful to Rose's Store, Forrest,
Blane's Colac, and Barwon and Dean's
Marsh stores for stocking them. Please
support them with your business. The
calendars make an ideal Christmas gift
and bring more than $300 into our funds
for future work. Available for $10 ea.

Callahan family — first home Barwon Downs.

A wonderful photo of the Callahan family and

the first home in Barwon Downs.

Letters to the Editor
Please let us have your comments,

memories and stories.

Dear Ken, 1 am not sure I will be able to at-

tend the function on Oct. 14th. Has anyone of

the REID, WILSON,CASPAR or SIMMONS

clans made contacted with you? 1 am de-

scended from John Lindsay Gordon REID,

youngest son of George REID and Mary Jane

WILSON. I believe George REID was granted

one of the first 'hop' licences near Colac in

1898. He selected land beside Roadnights

Creek I think this is the land that Dad inher-

ited in 1926 as a 15 yr old. His mother would

have lived there until her death in 1934.

At some stage TED CA SPAR was asso-

ciated with the hotel at Barramunga and'

George SIMMONS was at the Forrest Hotel.

The two of them are my maternal grandfa-

thers. Some of the descendants of Joseph

WILSON and his wife Rosette KILPATRICK

are still associated with the Yaugher/ Geran-

gamete area.

Regards, Colleen ROBINSON (nee REID)

born Colac but lived first 31/2 yrs at Forrest.

In another letter Melissa Hallyburton recalls

school holidays at Forrest with grandparents

Mary and Septimus William Newcombe, in

Blundy Street.

The sad death on Aug. 25th of Betty Whelan,
seen here with husband Tassie on our Forrest
History Day 2005, was a terrible loss to family
and friends. The overflowing attendance at her
funeral gave the clearest indication of the wide
circle of friends and organizations touched by
her life of service. While estimating the thou-
sands of football jumpers Betty had washed and
the hundreds of dinners prepared for visiting
Anglican clergy it could be noted from our ar-
chives that Betty faithfully continued a family
tradition going back to Tassie's parents, Patrick
and Hanna, who had begun the reputation for
their hospitality to the clergy while Tassie was
still a boy. Betty was described as a model wife,
mother and friend and a guide and inspiration to
all who knew her.

Old Creamery at Love's Dam

New photos for the archives

One advantage of our field days is that
they can shake out some great new
photos and information for our records.
How many times have we driven past

Creamery and
Wineshanty
Roads and
wondered how
they originated?
The wine-
shan ty ,
Farmer's Arms
sat right on the
corner where
the fruit trees
remain.

PAM JENNING'S NEXT BOOKLET

WORLD WAR 1 & 2

Servicemen & Service women of

Forrest, Barramunga, Barwon

Downs & Gerangamete

Any information re their
service details, photograph
and personal details
appreciated, Contact:

Pam Jennings 52504177

72 Simons Rd. Leopold 3224

email:pie23513(abicipond.net.au 

A PERMANENT HOME

We are starting to think about a perma-
nent home for our Forrest and District
Historical Society. The library and ar-
chive are growing and it may need
more space than Ken's living room!
There are more items for sale and at
some point we may be given memora-
bilia and even items of equipment from
farming, logging or hop growing. Where
to store and display them? A small
building would be a start with room to
expand and to install outside shelters
for equipment. One day we might even
have the 'Tiger' to display. So keep
your eyes open and start thinking.
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FORREST AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Volume I, Issue 4

NEW MEMBERS

As a result of our Yaugher
visit we had several new
members on the day includ-
ing what might be our young-
est members:

We welcome Roz Turnbull
and Nat Brown, Peter and
Karen Hunt, Delwyn See-
beck, Mrs Beverley Frizon,
Daryl and Heather Jennings,
Ted Jennings, Mrs Aileen
Larson (Whitehead), and
Joan Callahan,

Others to join recently are
Cliff Frizon and Brian and
Heather Neale bringing our
membership to 67. Having in
mind many of these are fam-
ily memberships involving
couples the total number is
probably nearer 100.

You find Forrest his-
tory everywhere 

At a recent meeting of the
new Forrest Horse Riding
Club it was mentioned that
Ian Thomas Day was a for-
mer milliner, in Forrest, and it
was his grandfather who was
the model for the child in a
famous Fred McCubbins
painting of an early Australian
pioneer family.

Not a Day in Clover

Between the hop picking
seasons Bertie Ireland
would have the ladies of
Forrest picking clover flow-
ers for seed.

FORREST HISTORY
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Yaugher, we now know it all, well almost!

On Sunday May 27th, un-
der the guidance of Alf and
Lorna Wilhelm% our mem-
bers were given a well
researched presentation
on the former Yaugher
township, followed after a
barbecue lunch by a walk-
ing tour pointing out the
sites.

It was thrilling to discover
the actually location of the
former Anglican Church,

the School, the Gate House
associated with opening and
closing the gates across
Yaugher Road and the site of

the old Railway Station.

Around 40
tended and
tons' , Curtis'
Whitehead's,
ers, were well

members at-
the Cunning-
Jennings' and
amongst oth-
represented.

Because over 70% of our
members live out of town,
any event represents a great
opportunity to catch up with
old friends and recall early
days and former acquaintan-
ces. (See p2 for full report).

PLEASE COME AND JOIN US AT OUR NEXT EVENT, SUNDAY 14TH OCTOBER

Hop Fields Discovery Day
The hopie fields at Forrest played a very

important part of town life in the first half of
the last century. They provided a very useful
additional income, particularly for women,
during the picking season and we can well
imagine that it was also a great social occa-
sion with plenty of opportunities for town gos-
sip as the work went on. The hop growing
ceased when the Geelong Brewery which
purchased the harvest was acquired by Carl-
ton United Brewery who drew their hops from
Tasmania.

We will gather at the Terminus Hotel at
Forrest between 10.30 and 11.00 for morning
tea. Our archive and Library will be available
for inspection.

Around 11.30 we will view a film on hop
growing in the Derwent Valley in Tasmania
right from the planting and growing of the
hops through harvesting to processing and
bailing. This will give us a really good idea of
what happened at the Forrest hop fields and
will be an opportunity for those who can re-
member to tell us about how it was here.

We will have lunch at the Hotel. It will be a
set menu and Shane has promised to keep
the price as low as possible. However he
requires us to guarantee the numbers so
could members please let Ken know that
they intend to come along.

Around 2.00 pm we will go out and have a
look at the Hop field sites. We have been
fortunate to obtain permission from Beverley
Roche and John Gabb, who now own the
farm where the hops barn was located for the
drying and bailing etc., to visit that site.

Our society is now associated with the
Forrest Neighbourhood House under the
auspices of Otway Health so we will have
access to their mini passenger van. This
means we will be able to collect from Colac
those older members who would find it easier
to come by bus and we will also use the mini
bus to tour the hop field sites for as many as
the bus will hold. Would Colac people
please let Ken know who needs to be col-
lected?

5-1
ro/4
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Alf's fascinating research

Yaugher is not an aboriginal word as
we might have thought but appears to
be named after an area in Kent be-
tween Rainham and Hartlip. Signifi-
cantly Stephen Blundy, who took up
land in the area, was born at Rainham
Kent.

Stephen Blundy's brother in law, Ed-
ward Usher, also from Rainham, lived
on an adjoining block to the Blundy
selection which became known as
Ushers.

An overgrown well and concrete slab
is all that remains of the Slaughter-
house (see plan).

Soon after settling at Yaugher in about
1880 Stephen Blundy made an acre of
land available for the erection of the
Anglican Church. Mr and Mrs Paddy
Whelan were the last people to be
married in the Church before it was
destroyed in a bush fire in 1906.

I n addition to the railway station plat-
form there was a siding, a cattle yard
and a gatehouse occupied by a per-
son who opened the gate for the train
to cross Yaugher Rd.

FORREST HISTORV NEWSLETTER
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The sawmill was probably built in the
1960s and the power pole can still be
seen

The Yaugher School was located just
past where Michael Scots house now
stands. It was moved to Forrest in
1906 as the population there began to
outnumber Yaugher's.

The above map shows the Yaugher
area. The number 5 is the present
Horse riding Club and next to it can be
seen the Rec. Reserve. The present
road is absent but the former one can
be seen going around the Hennigan
property and crossing the river at 7.

(.'opie of all the handout at the Yanaher vi4t i available on keque4:
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The sites identified by Alf and visited
during our walk around are numbered
on the map as follows:

1. The site of Usher's Cottage
2. The Slaughterhouse
3. Yaugher Anglican Church
4.Yaugher Railway Station
5. The Sawmill
6. Yaugher School
7. The Old Road
8. An old Blundy Shed

The only place we could not identify was
the Store but 1892 rate records mention
a Charles Malhoff, Storekeeper with 20
acres and a dwelling. A Malhoff property
is marked 9.
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Nostalgia at old Yaugher
Our society events are often a cause
for nostalgia particularly for those
members now living away from
Forrest. Members who come to our
events often take the opportunity to
visit the old family home in Forrest and
call in at the cemetery before going
home to pay their respects to departed
relatives.

It was no exception for Jenny Cun-
nington when she took part in the
Yaugher visit. When we walked
through the scrub and stood at the site
of the old Yaugher Railway Station it
almost brought tears to her eyes when
the most vivid memories came back of
the access road to the Curtis property
which ran behind the station and her
use of the rail service. Jenny writes:

Jew (.'unnington (nee Curti )

My Memories of the Train & Tiger at

Yaugher:

I can remember the train coming past
our farm at Yaugher and I was always
out to give the driver a wave and was
always rewarded with a couple of
whistles from the old steam train

The Tiger was used to transport pas-
sengers from the train in Birregurra to
the Yaugher Station My memory was
of going to the Station to meet my
Auntie and Uncle from Melbourne. To
this day the memory is so clear in my
mind of them stepping onto the
Yaugher Station from the Tiger.

I rang my Aunty. now 94 to asking if
she had any input just this week. when
I asked Was it comfortable to ride
on?" her reply was We didn't look for
comfort in those days. just a way to
get around"

YOUR HELP IS
NEEDED

We do not have an Alf Wilhelms to
produce his excellent research for our
Hops Discovery Day. (Can you be-
lieve he googled Yaugher and scored!

So we need your help to make the
day a success.

Could you please contact Ken at the
addresses on the back of the newslet-
ter as soon as possible and let him
know if you worked on the hop fields
at any stage and have any memories
that can be contributed at our event.

(We know of a certain Brucie Neale,
as a boy, wagged school and worked
at the hop fields for the pickers who
would give him the most sweets. He
made a full confession at the recent
interview conducted last year at the
Primary School!)

Does anyone have photos of the
hop fields which have not already
been submitted? Does anyone
have dates for when the hope fields
started and finished? The output
produced or how it was organised?
This will be a very interesting day and
we look forward to you coming along.

The Black Sisters

Photo Album

In the April issue of our newsletter
(page 4) we asked if there was any way
of finding Carlene Alexander, Nan Lidg-
erwood's daughter, who was believed to
have the superb photo album of Ethyl
and Doris Black which contained a won-
derful collection of early Forrest photos.
With Pam Jennings help we have lo-
cated her (believe it or not she simply
googled the name and Carlene ap-
peared as a school teacher).

We have been in touch with Carlene
and she would be interested to attend

A photo from the Blnek iteT Album

our next members function and bring
along the album to show people and
possibly make copies for those inter-
ested.

Family Histories now in
our Archives

One of the most important features of
our Forrest History Archives has
turned out to be our collection of fam-
ily histories of local families, thanks
to contributions from Nora Potter and
Pam Jennings.

In some cases this includes family
histories which go right back to the
original founding members who came
out from England and in one case
even an entire diary of the passage by
sailing ship.

Our family history records include the
following families;

BLACK
BLUNDY
FRIZON
GOURLEY
HALLI DAY
HARLOCK
LIDGERWOOD
MALHOFF
NEWCOMB
PENGILLEY
TREW
WHELAN
WILH ELMS

these will be available for inspection
at our next meeting.

WWII Plane Spotting
Further to Gill Neale's article in the
Feb. edition of the newsletter about
WWII Plane Spotting at Forrest, an
i nteresting exhibition in the foyer at
COPAC describes Portland as being

a potential landing site for the Japa-
nese. It describes how a submarine
surfaced in that vicinity unloaded a sea-
plane, with specially designed folding
wings, which undertook a recognisance
flight up into Port Phillip Bay and back

without beineintercepted. Perhaps
this was the plane which was spotted
by our Forrest watchers? We have
written to the Australian War Museum
for further information but have not had
any reply as yet.
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Society  Financial Accounts to
31st August 2007

Receipts

Shire Grant $1925.00
Subscriptions 1003.00
Donations 914.00
Sale of Books 387.70
Total $4229.70

Expenditure

Computers and Printer
Software
Society Registration
Photos for history walk
Books for resale
Society functions
Printing newsletters
Postage
Books for library
Stall charge
Membership Birregurra HS

IQ i

Funds at Bank

$1888.46
228.00
52.50
125.75
217.00
170.00
708.50
100.00
120.65
15.00
5.00

$3630.86

$598.84

Letters to the Editor
Please let us have your comments,

memories and stories.

Thank you for sending me your recent

Newsletter re the Forrest & District His-

torical Society. ......Let me fill you in on my

connection with Forrest:-

My maiden name is Yvonne Kendall.

I attended the Forrest Primary School I

in the 1950's and lived just down from the

Forrest store with my parents and two

sisters. My father worked for Alf Frizon

at Frizons Sawmill (which has now

ceased to operate). I went on from the

Forrest School to attend Colac High School

and then left the area in my early twenties.

My sister Mary married Kevin Harrington

and I married Bernie Harrington in 1977.

The Harrington family lived in Barra-

munga (13 in all). My husband Bernie

died in 1994 and I remarried in 1998.

My current husband is Bryan Hunt who is

President of the Forrest Football Netball

Club Inc. (2007 will be Bryan's 8th year

as President)

We have recently sold our business in Mel-

bourne and hence in the process of moving

to our house in Colac (address as above).

Yvonne Harrington- Hunt

Historic Rail Trail Walk

Our society was invited by the Lions
Club to participate in the recent Barwon
Downs Soup Fest by providing an his-

torical guide to a rail trail walk which
was conducted from the site of the
Yaugher Railway Station part way to
Barwon Downs.

Over 100 people joined the bus shut-
tle and undertook the walk. They were
able to see some interesting culverts
and the remains of an old timber
bridge and the worst affected valley
when Lake Elizabeth spilled in 1953 .
For those who took the first walk, there
was still a fog in the valley and it was
quite atmospheric walking through a
superb stand of white gums shrouded
in mist. We were grateful to Rosalind
Terry for allowing us to conduct the rail
trail walk through her property.

Forrest History Walk
Now Ready

The last of the plaques and the
town map showing their location
has now been installed, so the
Forrest History Walk, on which we
have been working for the last
eighteen months, is now ready for
use. Information guides to the walk
are available at Rose's General
Store so we are ready for the sum-
mer tourist season.

The Primary School students have
already tried the walk and had a
conducted tour by Ken Widdowson
which also included a visit to Kerry
and Mark Jennings' new café be-
ing developed in town. Students
were able to see a building in the
process of renovation with the walls
cut away to show the historic early
construction including old newspa-
pers and the use of rough sawn
timber from the sawmills.

Treasures from our Collection

The bush tramlines and their rail trolleys were
an import means of visiting friends and relatives
living at the bush mills, especially on Sundays.
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OUR SOCIETY
TAKES OFF

The publication of our first
newsletter in November gen-
erated some warm and en-
couraging comments from
quite a few people including
nearby Historical Societies.

We received over 20 new
applications for membership
doubling our numbers to over
40. Welcome to the following
recent new members:

M aureen Ward, John
Weickhirdt, Audrey and Ken
Miller, Edith Strickland, Bev
Mattingly, Apollo Bay Histori-
cal Centre, Jim Spiers, Nora
Potter, Allan Potter, Jose-
phine (Josie) Llewellyn
(Frizon), Peter Shanahan, Alf
(Darkie) and Mavis Trew,
Pam and Trevor Jennings,
Wendy Fletcher, Lions Club
Forrest, Yvonne Harrington-
Hunt, Phi l Armistead
(Christmas gift from daughter
Nerrida), Dailey family, Barry
Gourley, Kevin Gourley, Ron
and Jenny Cunnington and
Lyle Trew.

In addition we greatly ap-
preciate the following gener-
ous donations:
Lions Club Forrest $50
Bev & Graham
Matting ley $50

Last Chance

We have been distributing our
newsletter free to a wide number
of locals whom we thought might
be interested in the history of
Forrest and district. But eventu-
ally the newsletter will only go to
those who have subscribed to our
Society. So if you do not want to
miss out on receiving future cop-
ies of the newsletter and partici-
pating in the Society's activities
please let us have your subscrip-
tion as soon as possible - $25 per
annum and $15 concession for
60's and over.

FOR REST HISTORY

N E WS LE rrER
February 2007 Price 20c

Forrest Festival a Success
Saturday February the 3rd
was an historic day for
Forrest with the inaugural
Otway Odyssey and the
accompanying Forrest
Festival..

Offering prize money of
around $45,000 the
100krn and 50km races
attracted 1000 mountain
bike riders from near and
far. The first leg of 50km
ran from Apollo Bay to
Forrest mostly on off-road
tracks and the second
and third sections were
around Yaugher and
Newcomb Spur track.

Forrest community fund-
raising included the Com-
munity Group, the Skate
Park, Anglican Women's
Guild, Lions, Football and
Netball, and the new
Forrest Horse Riding Club
and the Forrest Hall Com-
mittee stalls.

Local contestant Geoff Fox after the
gruelling 50km from Apollo Bay.

Next Society Function
The next opportunity for
members and visitors to
get together will be on
Sunday 25th March.

We will start at the
Forrest Market where,
for the first time, our His-
torical Society will have a
stand. Members will be
able to see our progress
in archiving our collection
and help with checking
the information. We will
be selling history booklets
and copies of photos from
our collection. The mar-
ket takes place from 9am

The Skate Park Fundraiser stall

Sun. 25th March

until 2pm.

We are expecting that the
new Forrest History
Walk, for which we have
been largely responsible,
will be finished. So be-
tween 12.00pm and
12.30pm we will have
some kind of launch cere-
mony and start distributing
leaflets to guide visitors
through the walk.

From 12.30pm we will
have lunch together at the
usual BBQ facilities pro-
vided at the Market.

At 2.30pm we have been
invited to visit the Apollo
Bay and District Historical
Society where their Presi-
dent Ted Stuckey will tell us
about their activities and
show us around their won-
derful Apollo Bay Mu-
seum. They have joined
our society and have al-
ready given us considerable
help with photos and infor-
mation for the Forrest His-
tory Walk. We can go in
convoy leaving at 2.00pm
and share rides. The visit
will be finished around 4.30
to 5pm.
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May Jennings
Milk Bar

When we finished our first list of pro-
posed sites for the History Walk
someone said 'What about May
Jennings Shop in the main street
opposite the school 7. We had very
little information about it and thought
it would be impossible to find a
photo as nothing seemed to be
available.

However we contacted Pam and

Early Forrest Reminis-
cences by Clarence
Hutchison (son of Wil-
liam & Ethel (Bartlett)

Hutchison)

'I have always liked writing and I
know these stories will be appreci-
ated by my family. They cover the
time from early childhood to some
twenty years later, and are mostly
experiences of a personal nature.'

My first memories are of the com-
panionship that existed between
my father (William Hal Hutchison)
and his work mates, in the saw-
milling town of Forrest in the Ot-
way Ranges. These men worked
48 hours a week front 7.30arn to
5pm, with a lunch break and per-
haps a brief smoko. Whistle to
whistle, six days a week. Not only
was the work hard and monoto-
nous, but they took great pride in
reaching a certain tally for the day
in how many super-feet of timber
they had cut.

The two sawmilling owners were
W Henry & Son and JR Grant and
Sanderson. These owners also
owned the General Stores. Henry's
being situated at their mill some 6
to 8 miles from Forrest and Messrs
Sanderson had their store in
Forrest. Their employees were
expected to deal at their respective
stores and for some time all their
pays were less the account at the
store. Almost bordering on slav-
ery, now you look back on it and
compare to present day conditions.
These owners though, to their
credit, were looked upon with great
respect and loyalty and from per-

FORREST HISTORY NEWSLETTER

Trevor Jennings who were able to
provide the attached photograph

sonal contact with them through
my early years, they were really
lovely people. This is in no way a
criticism of them, just an instance
of how things were in those days.

A lot of family's lived at Henry's
Mill; houses were built for them
and additions to the rooms as
their families grew. If anyone
wanted to live in Forrest, (and a
few of them did,) they had a com-
bined effort of saving as many 'off
cuts' as they were called, and con-
verted into weatherboards etc,.
suitable to build houses. I can
remember about 6 to 8 men who
built us an extra two rooms, fully
lined, brick chimney and built-in
wood stove, all in a few weekends,
which after all, only consisted of
one day per week. They wouldn't
reach home until late Saturday
night after their week's work and
although the family lived in
Forrest, the men camped at the
mill in huts during the week, and
had to return to the mill with as
much food as they could carry on
the Sunday evening. They nearly
all dressed alike with the heavy
flannel shirts, a similar coat
known as a 'Tasmanian Bluey',
dungaree trousers. Bowyangs
were of any material wrapped
around the legs of the trousers,
just below the knees to save them
dragging in the mud, and the
usual hob-nailed boots. They
must have weighed a ton, some of
them had short strap as Bowyangs
fitted with a buckle, as it was eas-
ier to fasten and unfasten.

The local publican, Mr Paddy Hur-

VOLUME I. ISSUE 2

and all the information we needed
for our plaque.

May was Pam's mother in law, and
at the same time she kindly sent
along a superb piece of work by
Clarey Hutchison, an unpublished
work called 'Early Forrest Reminis-
cences. It runs to about eight
closely typed pages which she is
hoping to publish sometime in the
future and has given us the informa-
tion to use. Below is an extract:

ley, was the loader at Forrest. His
duties were to transfer the timber
from the mill bogeys to the rail-
way trucks in different capacities,
from 10 ton and 22 ton lots. The
high sided railway trucks were
known as 'Tommy Bents' whom I
think was a railway official of
some standing in the early days.
I'm not sure but I think there is a
statue of Tommy Bent along the
Pt. Nepean Highway.

Locomotives were an early addi-
tion to haul the timber to the rail-
head. One of the earliest drivers
employed in this was our uncle,
Jack Bartlett, fondly known as
Noppa Bartlett who lived in
Forrest and later in Geelong. An-
other well known driver was Alex
McClause. Soon after the advent
of the locos, Paddy Hurley retired
and Dad became the loader, tally
clerk, mail man, messenger, you
name it, he did it. One of my early
recollections of dad's early day in
this job was the morning task of
taking his smoko to him, usually
accompanied by my brother, Bob,
or some other family member, and
without fail, eating all dads' to-
mato sandwiches which mum had
so carefully cut for him. I can still
taste those peppery tomato sand-
wiches to this day. I think dad
preferred his billy of beer though
as there was always someone
there to 'run the rabbit', as it was
called. Everyone knew the mean-
ing and a billy of beer was better
than a billy of tea at that time of
day and it only cost 6d. The one
who went for the beer was the one
to 'run the rabbit'.
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Forrest, when it was a timber and
dairy farming town, was a tightly-
knit community. When the Second
World War broke out, this closeness
became even more pronounced. Sev-
eral locals joined the Forces, and
when Australia itself became a target
for a possible Japanese invasion,
feelings of both patriotism and fear
were strong in the community.

There were weekly meetings, which
everyone attended. A Volunteer De-
fence Corps was set up, under the
leadership of Claude Neale, an Anzac
from VVVV1. There was also a roster
drawn up for aeroplane surveillance.
Everyone was available for this roster.
The women took the day shifts, and
the men did the nights.

The surveillance venue was in what
had been a small lolly shop, built for
their daughter by the O'Neills on what
is now known as Joe Szigyarto's ga-
rage block . The O'Neills lived next
door on the corner, but the house has
long since gone.. Their daughter Flor-
rie was widowed when her husband
George Newcombe was killed in the
bush. Her lolly shop venture did not
continue for long, and the small room
was made available for the purpose of
observing and reporting any planes
which flew overhead.

The idea was that any sighting was to
be communicated to a Melbourne
number, and a pair of field glasses, as
well as a phone, were provided for this
purpose. As there was an airfield at
Cressy, there was steady air traffic
during the day, and every plane was
reported. On each occasion, the re-

Magic Lantern
Slide Collection

WAR TIME MEMORIES
OF FORREST

It was during a video interview with
Bruce and Gill Neale by Rebecca Brown
at the Forrest Primary School in 2005
that Bruce mentioned the Forrest base
for spotting enemy aircraft during WW2.
Gill has now kindly provided more infor-
mation.

sponse from the authorities in Mel-
bourne was, "Yes, we know about this
one."

Bruce Neale was a lad of mid- to late-
teen years at this time. As well as be-
ing heavily involved in the activities of
the Volunteer Defence Corps, he was
regularly rostered on for plane spotting
duties at night. He and whoever was
his surveillance partner spent relaxed
nights sitting by the open fire, and, if
he was lucky enough to be partnered
with the butcher's son, eating steak
provided by the butcher for their sup-
per, which they cooked over the
flames.

There was no air traffic, in Bruce's
experience, during the nights. Then,
one morning at about five a.m., just on

Jim Spiers has put us in touch with
a John Hyett who has a remark-
able collection of Magic Lantern
slides of the Otways from around
the 1890's. We are hoping to be
able to arrange for him to come

and do a show for our members
and others at Forrest in the near
future.

As we saw from our Forrest His-
tory day, walking around town with
older residents, we have a lot of
good information from the 1940's
onwards. However, there is a big
gap in our knowledge of the

the cusp of first light, he and his mate
heard a plane. They went out to ob-
serve. The field glasses were of no
use, as the light was dim and the
plane exceedingly high. It headed off
towards Melbourne, and the lads rang
it through. Immediately there was re-
action. The phone went mad. The
boys were asked for every possible
detail in a flurry of calls. What did it
look like? Where was it heading? It
was obvious this plane was not one
which the authorities knew about.
Bruce believes the air force sent up
planes from Melbourne to track it, but
because of security reasons, there
was never any follow-up which was
provided for the locals.

At this time, there were genuine fears
that the Japanese invasion was about
to take place. Portland was the ex-
pected point of entry. (The local high
school principal at Portland at that
time, Mr. J. Tyler, was told in great
confidence that the wide stretches of
Portland Harbour would be where any
invasion would happen.). With this as
a genuine threat, and given the great
concern shown by the Defence people
in Melbourne, it seems extremely likely
that the plane which flew over was a
seaplane from a Japanese submarine
somewhere off the coast.

Things occurred which the general
population never heard about. In the
interests of keeping up public morale,
the extent of any Japanese threat was
probably never made widely known.
This incident remains in the memory of
those involved, but how significant it
proved to be has not been confirmed.

Gill Neale, February 2006

An example of John Hyett's wonder-
ful images. Coach at Yaugher, cross-

ing the Barwon River in 1894.

history of Forrest and surrounding
district from the 1890's when the
area was first settled.

The slideshow show will not only
be an opportunity to get a better
feel for that period but it might also
stimulate our efforts to find ways of
locating similar material and ex-
tending our collection.

For those interested in the early
history of cinema it will be an op-
portunity to see an example of the
earliest film projection which peo-
ple attended even before the mov-
ies.
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Congratulations

Congratulations to our members
Lorna and Alf Wilhelms who will be
celebrating their 60th wedding anni-
versary of the 24th March. Lorna
was a 'Blundy' and we are planning
that Lorna and Alf will lead mem-
bers on an exploration of former
historic sites at Yaugher at a forth-
coming Society event. Does any-
one have photos of Yaugher in the
old days?

New DVD on Lake Elizabeth

Member Jim Spiers continues to be
very productive with new video and text
publications. He has just launched his
latest DVD called Lake Elizabeth. It
includes interviews with John Holt on
how the Lake was created in 1952 and
Jenny Cunnington (Curtis) who recalls
the terrifying night 13 months later
when the rock
wall collapsed. TaiTAP
Other segments
include the geo-
logical history
of the Otways
and the wildlife
you are likely to
see when visiting Lake Elizabeth.

Jim's DVD is available from the
Forrest and Barwon Downs Stores
and Blanes, Colac.

Norm Horton continues his prolific
output. He has followed his popular
By the Barwon, a History of Forrest
and Barramunga with The Ridge, a
brief Historical Guide to the West
Otway Ridge, Beechy Rail, Histori-
cal and Engineering Guide to the old
Beechey Line Rail Trail and Homes
in the Hills, Historic glimpses of
Barongarook, Gellibrand, Banool and
Carlisle River.

We hope to have most of these publi-
cations on sale at our booth at the
Forrest Market on the 25th March.

New database established

With Julia Etheve's assistance
with Access software, we have now
come up with a format for our data-
base which enables us to enter pic-
tures, documents, video and tape
recordings into our computer ar-
chives with all the necessary descrip-
tive information.

Entries will be put on display for
members to add more information
and correct any mistakes.

Help wanted for data entry

Do we know anybody who might be
able to help the Society with data
entry of our new archives? It in-
volves transferring photo files into
our data base and typing up de-
scriptions and other information. A
modest retainer of $12 an hour
would be available for this assis-
tance, the work would be done on
Ken's computer at Kents Road or on
their own. Please contact Ken on
52 366 327.

Poll Results: 22 replies. Of those only 11 members can attend weekday events. Thursday has least difficulties.

A Fascinating Gift
from Lyle Trew

Now living at Bayswater, Lyle Trew
has joined the society and has
kindly donated two valuable docu-
ments. The first is the official pro-
gramme of the Forrest Sports Club
meeting on Saturday 24th March
1945. Events include the Yaugher
Sprint and the Forrest Gift over
130 yards with the first prize of 2
pounds, the potato race on horse
back, throwing a wicket, single
married and old buffers races,
flag race on horse back, football-
ers handicap and a wide range of
chopping and sawing events.
Books makers fee ten shillings.

The names of the participants reads
like a directory of popular identities
at the time, including K Black, W
Muir, C Fox, N & J Armistead, W C
Whitehead, J & M Harrington, Jim
Mu!grew, W Newcombe, K V

Strickland, J Seebeck, N Horton
and of course Lyle Trew himself.
The programme indicates that a
Grand Ball will be held in the
Forrest Public Hall in the evening.
Good floor and good music, admis-
sion 2 shillings and of course that
would have been the old original hall
at the top of Station Street. We will
have the programme available for
inspection on our next meeting on
the 25th March.

The second contribution is an out of
print copy of Otway Memories, by
J K Loney, which we hope to reprint
if there is sufficient interest. It traces
the history of the area from aborigi-
nal times to first settlement. It con-
tains some basic information along
with a wonderful selection of stories
which bring to life those early days.
Forrest was 'named in honour of C L
Forrest, State Parliamentary repre-
sentative of Polwarth for almost 33
years, the district was first occupied
by Mr J Comey who took up land on
the eastern banks of the Barwon'.

The real charm of Loney's booklet is a
wonderful collection of yarns e.g.

'Sam Harrison decided a door was needed
between the kitchen and the lounge so he set
to work with a saw despite the pleas and en-
treaties of the family, working away with great
gusto.

When he did pause for a breath and comment
on how hard the sawing was, it was to learn
he had also been cutting through the piano
against the wall in the next room.'

'On one occasion the Anglican Bishop of Bal-
larat stayed at Milford House. The lad who
cleaned the guests' shoes and boots was
uncertain how to address the distinguished
visitor and nervously inquired the correct title
from Mrs Cawood. "When you knock on his
door call out, 'It's the boy my Lord,' and every-
thing will be alright," she advised.

Next morning, a nervous boy, holding a pair of
polished boots knocked on the door. 'Who's
there," called the Bishop. "It's the Lord my
boy," came the shrill reply.'
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MEMBERSHIP NOW
OVER 50

Following our last get to-
gether at our booth at the
Forrest Market on the 25th
March our membership sub-
scriptions have now reached
57. As most of these are for
couples the number of mem-
bers is much higher than this.

We are pleased to welcome
the following new members:

Lorraine Evans, Marita Ken-
nedy and Bruce Jackson,
Allan and Edna Crabbe,
Frank and Barbara Wouters,
Mrs Marj Harrington (nee
Gourley), Walter C. Trew,
Bev. Whelan, John James,
Heather and Allan Jennings,
Pat and Rosie Murnane,
Mery and Bet Blundy,
Graeme Jennings, Julie
Cochrane and Gwen Beales.

We are also now receiving
many generous offerings of
photos and documents for
our archives. These include
an article and photos from
Norm Houghton on Sander-
son's Locos, and a disc of
Forrest resources, a copy of
The History of the Barra-
munga Region by Norman
Gardner from Don White-
head, The Gourley Family
History from Kevin Gourley,
The Clarrie Hutchison Remi-
niscences from Pam
Jennings, the 1945 Sport
Club program from Lyle
Trew, Bill Pengilley History
from Peter Shanahan and a
three hour session with Nora
Porter on the Halliday, Whe-
lan, Newcombe family histo-
ries. All of this material can
be inspected in our archives.

Curtis Material No, I do not
appear to have received the
material on the Curtis family.
Please give me a call on
52366327 and we will try and
track it down. Ken.

FOR REST HIST° R
NEwsLErtrE R

April 2007 Price 20c—

Our First Exhibition Went Well
Our first market stall and exhibi-
tion of our archives and library
attracted a lot of interest on 25th
March, and was well attended by
members. Photo boards, in par-
ticular, proved a good spot
around which to recall memories,
seek information from other
members and try and supply
names and places for some of
our older pictures. It also gener-
ated some great stories. (see P2)

Photo: Rachel Buckley and Jim
Spiers help with sales of Forrest
History booklets and DVDs.

.History Walk Launched

It was an exciting moment, after
over twelve months of research
and preparation, to see the first
plaques installed for the .new
Forrest History Walk. The town
map and information board ,with
ten further site descriptions, will
be installed shortly. Because so
many of our early buildings, like
the railway station, no longer
exist we rely on pictures, infor-
mation and stories to bring our
fascinating history to life.

Photo: Here, standing by the History Walk plaque for the May Jennings Milk Bar opposite, for the
launch of the walk are: Allan Jennings, Jim Spiers, Ros Upson, Graeme Jennings and Ken Widdowson.

PLEASE COME AND JOIN US AT OUR NEXT EVENT SUNDAY 27TH MAY WHEN

WE VISIT FORREST'S GHOST TOWN , YAUGHER

The old Yaugher township was upstaged by
Forrest when it became the rail terminus in
the 1890's. It just gradually disappeared.
But we plan to bring it alive again with a
picnic at the sports ground and a guided
walk around the Yaugher site to discover
where was the Church, School, Mill, Store,
PO, Gatehouse and Railway Station. It will
be a show and tell day in which some of our
older and more knowledgeable members
such as Alf and Lorna Wilhelms will show
us where everything was and what hap-
pened there. We will meet at the sports

ground around 11am on Sunday morning
the 251h May for tea or coffee followed by a
barbecue. Salads, bread, condiments sup-
plied, bring your own meat and drink. We
wi ll be able to copy photos on the day so
bring along any
you might have
for our archive..
Please bring
any information
which might help
bring the old
Yaugher to life.

Fee-
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Here are a few gems collected at
the Forrest Market Day stall:

Granny Newcombe
was the midwife in
the early days and
rode by horseback
to deliver babies at
Forrest. (Can anyone
confirm this or tell us
where from?) Photo:
Is this Granny New-
combe?

From Nora Potter:"Having a baby at
home with a large family was not al-
ways easy. Dad used to take the chil-
dren down to the river flat and after the
happy event Grandma would wave a
white tea towel to let them know that it
was okay to come back to the house.
The white tea towel was often used for
other purposes like announcing that
dinner was ready.

When we weren't milking Bertie Ire-
land would have Grandma and my
father picking clover flowers by hand
in little llb calico bags for 1/3d".

(We are getting ready for a field day to
learn more about the hop fields, so if
anyone has any information they
would like to write and send in, that
would be most appreciated. Marj. Har-
rington brought along some excellent
photos of the hop fields which we have
not seen before. )

It appears that Martin Volks was not
included as a former owner of the
General Store in the list on the new
plaque. He was the one who sold the
business to Clarksons. Also we did
not make a reference to Eric Gourley's
Butcher Shop built around 1956 — 57.
We now have a wonderful photo of
Eric Gourley in his butcher's apron
outside his house in Station Street .
Does anyone have photos of the
Gourley Butchers Shop?

In the days when the bush train lines
came into the town down Station
Street, mill workers from that end of
town were able to jump on a log train
and get a lift down to work at the tim-

ber mill.

Also from Nora Potter "My Uncle Jim
drove the first Caterpillar tractor in the
bush. It was amazing how it could go
almost straight down the hill into the
gully. He put himself through a me-
chanics course by correspondence.

I remember one story about the tunnel
that used to go back into one of the
bush mills. Men would follow the train
line back to the mill and pass through
the tunnel returning to work on Sunday
night. There was a wonderful story
about a ghost in the tunnel. Patrick
Whelan was going back one Sunday
night after the cows were finished. He
rushed out the other end to the mill
and said there was something white in
the tunnel, he shouted "There was a
ghost that chased me" and they all
went back up in there and found it was
the white bull from a neighbour's farm.
Every man went to the mills to work for
whatever time they had available.
Both my grandfathers were bullock
drivers. Those days are long since
gone but they remain in our memories.

I drew a diagram once of Pop Halli-
day's exploits with his bullocks. He
could make them turn across their
traces in a corkscrew direction to free
a log they were pulling if it got jammed
or needed to be freed from the stump
of the tree. I don't know how they ever
did it, it was amazing.

Father said "that you never stand still
i n the bush in case of falling limbs."
He was at the mill at the time the boy
Sanderson was killed. (1906). Bush
stories are never ending and you
never quite get to the bottom of it all.

Brothers Jack and Bob Halliday once
found a line set up across a river, fish-
ing lines dangling from it, some of
which had already caught fish. They
went and got their rifles and managed
to shoot the lines and snapped them
off When the old neighbour came
down and couldn't find his fish he told
everyone he caught some big ones
which broke his lines. They were
young devils.

My Grandmother ran a lodging house
where the workers from the mills at
Barramunga came up and ate.

One of the wonderful stories that Dad
told us before he died was that as a
child in Forrest there was a terrible fire
and Grandma set off on horseback to
meet her husband, leaving the children
behind. They had to just stay and Pop
came through the fire and the back of
his coat was burnt in holes. It must have
been a Friday and he was coming from
a bush mill but he was 3 hours late that
night while grandma was still looking.

Those were the days of the coach ser-
vice to Apollo Bay. I still have a couple
of white coats which passengers used
to wear on the journey. Those were the
days that 2nd class passengers used to
get out and walk or push up the hills
and a bag of flour was charged 1st class
fares because it couldn't get out and
push.

They say that they used to cut down a
log and chain it to the back of the coach
and drag it behind the coach on the
downhill slopes because it was impossi-
ble for the horse to hold the weight.

Jim Spiers comments:

That is where the name Gentle Annie
came from because as the coach went
down that hill the coach driver would be
saying to his horse "Gentle Annie".

Great grandma, Isabella, used to be a
tough lady. Every pay day she would
stand by the front door with her apron
open and collect the pay packets as the
men arrived home and then give each
one an allowance for the week."

•Ginny* and Isabella Halliday hop piekin

Visit to Apollo Bay After the launch of the Forrest History Walk at the
Market Day on the 25h March members made an afternoon visit to the
Apollo Bay and District Historical Society at their Cable House Mu-
seum. We were greeted by Ted Stuckey, their President and other
members who had kindly set aside their afternoon to give us their hospi-
tality. We were able to learn how the society came about and the crea-
tion of the museum collection. Our members were quite overwhelmed
not only by the tremendous amount of work which has gone into creat-
ing their archive and their splendid museum collection but also their ex-
treme generosity in making available to us copies of all the documents
developed to run their society and their computer software programs
which manage their collection, particularly their photo library. Thank you, Apollo Bay for your great hospitality.
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One of the earliest settlers in the
Forrest township was William Pen-
gilley who built the Terminus Hotel in
1892 and became its first licensee.

As mentioned in the November News-
letter his grandson, Peter Shanahan
has provided us with some information
and photos including a fascinating
ship-board diary of William's father,
Tom Pengilley of his voyage to Austra-
lia in 1852. Thomas took over the
license for the Royal Mail Hotel, Birre-
gurra in 1875. He left a graphic letter
about a horse ride to Apollo Bay which
gives a good indication of conditions.

After sheltering overnight in a drafty bark
hut on Mt Sabine in the teaming rain, he
proceeded; "I soon made a start but felt
very ill. I had not proceeded but a short
distance when I had to descend one of
those terrific steep hills. It was with great
persuasion that I could get her to attempt it.
No wonder for every step she took she
went into mud holes up to her knees. When
safely landing at the bottom the poor crea-
ture was all of a tremble..... I may mention
that these tracks are 4 to 5 feet wide in
some places obstructed by trees laying
across the path which you have to get over
the best way you can... only once did I get
off to lead the mare down one of these hills
and had to wade through the mud up to my
knees.. the mist was so thick that I had no
chance to see much if I desired it took me
all my time to take care of the mare from
slipping.."

WILLIAM PENGILLEY
A FORREST FOUNDER

William Pengilley 1864 - 1948

Thomas died at 48 and son William
helped his mother. He noted the op-
portunities offered by the coming of
the rai l to Forrest and sought a li-

cense. He was refused as he was
single. Not to be put off he promptly
married his fiancée Caroline Cullen

and was granted the license. Caroline
was terrified at first if a fight broke out

Opening of the Terminus Hotel. 1892

but soon learned to quell men with a
quiet word or two. They had 10 chil-

dren at Forrest.

William Pengilley
donated the land
for the St James
Anglican Church .

In1905 the Pen-
gilleys moved to
take over the li-
cence of the
Apollo Bay Hotel,
where they had a

further three
With wife. Caroline children.

It was the terminus for the mail coach
from Forrest and the coachman stayed
over three nights a week.

The Pengilley documents are available to
read from our archive. We are grateful to
Dorothy Frizon for loaning the book Para-
dise by the Sea. by G M Henrickson which
has the account of Thomas' ride and a full
chapter on the Pengilleys.

The Colac Herald on 7th June 1946
carried a headline:

FORREST WELCOMES HOME
SERVICE FOLK

large crowd joins in happy func-
tion, presentation of certificates

and travelling rugs.

The Otway Shire President, R M
Whelan said that the men and women
of the Shire whose enlistments to-
talled 600 had fought bravely in every
sphere of the war. Among them they
had some of the 'Rats of Tobruk',
navy men who had fought the last
brave battle on the Perth, men of the
RAAF and those who gave the Jap
his first big defeat on the Kokoda
Trail, These men had given up their
health and offered their life for their
country. We should not forget them
now they are back in civilian life.

Gaily coloured flags of many countries
gave the Hall a gala air and the large
crowd was full of gaiety and certaintly
enjoyed the music supplied by the
popular Forrest Orchestra 'the
Gloomchasers".

OUR ANZACS
Service personnel from Forrest received

a certificate saying

"presented to of by the Presi-
dent, councillors and ratepayers, as a
record in appreciation of your patriotic
response to the call of Empire, and for
the duty and services during the War of

1939— 1945

and they received beautiful travel rugs
from the Welcome Home Committee

these being presented by Mr RJ Green
to the following returned soldiers:

Mrs Reg Wilson,
Miss L Henrickson,
Messrs. F Curtis,
A G & R Hutchison,
F J Grant, G Jack-
son, R Jeffers,
A R Rourke,
A Mackenzie,
N Neale, D Neale,
A Curtis, G Curtis,
W Hill, K J Phillips,
W J Whelan, A Tho-
mas and D Gourley.

Two soldiers from the Shire died on
active service, John Mulgrew and
William Melling.

I had reached the grand old age of nine
when World War 1 ended and I re-
member the soldiers coming home -

some shell-shocked but others quite nor-
mal. They would usually meet at the pub,
but all were given a home coming in the

local hall. I remember Ray and Ernie
Dawson, Scottie Sanderson, Arthur Heal,
Charlie Hamm (who later married my
sister Nellie), and mum's brother, uncle
Bill Bartlett, who was visiting. Ile had
brought his English bride home with
him, Auntie Queenie, but he was alone

on this visit.
From Clarrie Hutchison's Ear0 Forrest
Reminiscences.

.. •
arrest Vreleome Home Committee. Sixty-three rnen eniisted fruat
Forrest and each man was presented with a rug when Fae rttoriaed.:
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Daughter Nerida (McDonald) bought her
father Phil Armistead a membership for
our society as a Christmas present. It
was therefore good to see him back in
Forrest from his home in Byaduck, West-
ern Victoria, to participate in our get to-
gether and visit to Apollo Bay on the 25th
March.

Letters to the Editor
Please let us have your comments,

memories and stories.

Dear Ken,
Many thanks for your recent Newsletter
remember the times of the war years of spot-
ting planes and the air forces officers calling on
me as I had to deal with the clearing of the
telephone lines. I do remember the late Doug

Neale, who helped too.... Dorothy Frizon.

My name is Kevin Gourley .... I was a resident
of Forrest as a child for sixteen years as was
my wife Delys. nee Whelan in those days. You
may know my brother Barry, he became a
baker after an apprenticeship with Pitkethlys
when they were baking at Forrest.

My parents were Sydney and Sarah (Sally)
Gourley and we lived in Blundy Street, next
door to my grandparents Alex and Emily Gour-
ley who were early settlers in Forrest....I was
only four when my grandfather passed away

The Black Girls Photo Album
One of the best collections of early Forrest
photos we have is the Ethel and Doris Black
photo album. They grew up at the end of
Kent's Road on King's Creek and later moved
into town where Audrey Miller now lives.

When Nan and Cyril Lidgerwood took over that
house from them they discovered a wonderful
photo album. Back in the 80's they made that
album available to Ken because of its connec-
tion with King Valley Farm which was owned
originally by the Black's and where Cyril also
lived at one time. Ken copied the photos and
returned them but in those days we did not
have access to scanners and some of the
copies were not very good. We have since

We are starting to prune our free

SPORTS MEETING April 1967

but I do have faint recollections of going out
to the hop gardens with my gran.

There were around ten children about my
age in town and we tended to stick together.
School holidays would find us at the station
waiting for the Tiger or the steam train to
come in. From there it would be to post of-
fice to wait for the mail to be sorted, then
pick up the newspaper before going home.
The picture in the newsletter of the substi-
tute Tiger (Nov. p4) ....was known to us kids
as the "Woop Woop" and I had never heard
of it called the Flying Dunny.

My wife's parents were Fred and Anne Whe-
lan and they had the shop and tea rooms
with petrol bowsers on the corner .now
unoccupied (op shop). Dely's' mother later
divorced and married Bob Mc Kie...
Forrest was a great place for us children to
grow up in and we had some wonderful
experiences to look back on. There is a
group who still remain friends and meet up..
Kevin Gourley, Mill Park

tried to locate the album which after Nan's
death we think is in the hands of her daugh-
ter Carlene Alexander but we have not been
able to locate her after she left her address
of Forrest Hill Melbourne. Can anyone
think of a way of finding her?

The hand written caption under this pic. from
the album say" Wants two nice young men".

No internet dating in those day !

mailing list. If you have not become a member yet you may like to do

A recent addition to our archives is the

program for the sports meeting at

Forrest Reserve on Sat. April 1st 1967

It contains many interesting names of

competitors. Take a look if you are

interested. The list of advertisers will

bring back some memories:

Clarkson's Corner Store, Barramunga

Store-Historic landmark of the Otways,

D Ray. top quality butcher, Moroney's

Grocery Store. Station St., Beatties

Forrest motors, J Szigyarto. Otway

Motors. Hand's Store, General Hard-

ware and Drapery (formerly Green's).

C W Drayton, PO, Store Barwon
Downs, and W L & N Maxwell, Fruit

and Veg. Milk Bar. Barwon Downs.

Phone numbers were easier to re-

member those days-42.45, 64 etc..

Dorothy Frizon suppled the Sports meeting
photo below, perhaps a few decades earlier.

Treasures from our Collection

111

Here is Ivo and Catherine Tower with

Kath, Nell, and the baby Henry, (later

known as Mick) being held by Catherine,

and Lil standing behind. The photo was

taken around 1925 at Christmas at Barra-

munga.

We want to do more on the history of

Barramunga. Does any member have
time to research what we already have

and locate more information? We have

some good contacts which need to be

followed up.
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Forrest History Day interviews by Jan Rateliff

Tassie Whelan

Tassie's parents were married in Yaugher in the church there that was burnt down in a
bushfire in 1905. In 1907 they bought the farm on the Colac Road that now belongs to
Tassie's son Max. Tassie was born and brought up there. He and about 13 other children
used to walk the three miles to school every day. One of the others was Marj Fox who lived
where McNabbs are now which at that time was a timber mill.

The school at that time went up to eighth grade and had 90-100 students in two rooms, two
to a desk. Tassie hated school, especially spelling, and much preferred to milk cows. He left
school at thirteen to cut bracken and milk cows for ten shillings a week.

Tassie also talked about the hop-picking that used to employ a lot of Forrest people. Burt
Ireland grew the hops on the river flats along the road to Colac. The first clearing along the
road was known as the "top hops", and there were more opposite where McNabbs are now.
Tich Evans, at the age of 13 (he was born in 1934) used to take a horse and dray down the
track past the cemetery down to the river flats to pick up the ladies when they finished the
day's picking. The pay was four pence per bushel!.

Bruce Neal

Bruce enjoyed school and went on to Junior Tech in Ballarat for two years. He planned to
become an engineer but had to leave to go to the war. When he returned he felt obliged to
take over the family farm (next to the Neal's current farm) because his brother had been
killed in the war and without his help his parents would have had to sell the farm. He still
regrets this and thinks that it would have been more interesting to be an engineer.

Robyn Grey

Robyn's family were living in Forrest when she was born. She was brought up in Forrest in
the 1950's/60's. Her parents were Audrey and Norman Grey. Her mother lived in Geelong
and came to Forrest for dances and stayed at Rourke's. The boys were all beautiful dancers
and went out to drink when the music stopped. There were lots of bachelors.

In Robyn's time there were movies in the hall every Friday night until television became
common. Robyn used to bring girls home from high school when there was a good movie.
Bernard Seebeck Built the hall (which later burnt down). His daughter Annette Rourke
played the piano and always organised the concerts. She died in 1977 at the age of 60.
Annette was the first person in the town to have a television. The whole school watched the
Olympics on their television. They lived in Turner Drive just behind the school.

She remembers that when people in the town ran out of water they used to go to Frizon's Mill
for showers. The shack where the showers were didn't smell good . A man called Charlie
used to live there at one stage, eating tinned food and throwing the tinsover his shoulder till
they built up to the roof!



Robyn also remembers coming home from primary school and having to fill the bath from

the copper herself and wash her hair before she was allowed to go out.

Pat Washington

Pat was brought up in Colac, trained as a nurse, then came to Forrest when she married. Her

husband Jim was brought up in Barwon Downs. When she first came to Forrest, they lived in

the little house where the Ti-Tree cottages are now. There was no copper or bath when they
moved in. They had to install these themselves later. For the first six months she relieved the

district nurse Mrs. Dowie (Polly) who was on long service leave for six months. She later
worked in the hospital at Birregurra and lived in Heimigan Crescent in the house where
Sheila Johnson lives now. She left Forrest in 1973 to go to Geelong because she thought
there would be more opportunities there for the children.

Pat's husband worked in the bush cutting down trees. Most men, at that time, worked in the
bush or the mill. There were two mills, one called Sharpe's.

Pat's sister-in-law lived in Barwon Downs and kept poultry. Her rooster pecked her eye and
she became blind in one eye as a result.

When Pat's four sons went to the Forrest school, there were 96 children. People had big
families in those days and there were big football teams. The footy club was very friendly.

Forrest was very quiet compared to Colac. Clint Stevenson used to drive his tractor around
the town! Pat got her license when her first baby was 3 months old because she had to drive
to the health centre in Colac.

Pat said that Polly Dowie, the district nurse, was a wonderful nurse and knew more than the
doctors.

MEMORIES OF PEOPLE LIVING IN FORREST- Pat Washington and Dot Frizon
Grant Street, starting directly opposite Hall, towards Doctor's surgery

1. Millers

2. Mrs May Jennings(?) had a café

3. McGrew's lived in house which is now old and falling down

4. Pearse's lived in house with blue roof

5. Washington's, then later Anne and George Trew lived in house replaced by Ti-Tree
Cottages

6. Old bachelor Bob



7. Norm Rourke built the current doctor's house later.

8. The Feral Gallery was originally the Catholic Church

Station Street, opposite pub

1. Caravail park opened in early seventy's - land was government land, cleared with some

trees.

2. The old railway was behind the caravan park.

3. The old oak tree near the mill was planted as an acorn in 1912 by Mr Gale, who was Alf

Frizon's brother-in-law.(Alf was Dot's father)

4. The train turntable where the engine turned was where the mill currently is. It was

supposed to be locked, but it wasn't, and on one occasion some kids were playing on it, and

one got his leg caught and was killed instantly.

5. In Dot's time, Ella Grant and her cousin lived in the house next to the mill. They owned

an orchard near Barramunga which grew beautiful Jonathon apples. Ella called Frank Frizon

Snowball because he had very fair hair. In Pat's time it belonged to the Dawsons.

Station Street, starting from pub

1. Health Centre (before that was a butcher's shop) -The town worked hard to raise money

for the Health Centre Building. They held balls to raise money and insured against rain. (and

sometimes peed in the rain gauge to get the money!) There was no kindergarten before it was

built.

2. Muir's

3. May Jennings (who owned the café on Main Street)

4. Pitketley's. They owned the baker's shop further down the street.

5, Shop (now Sandy Taylor's) - Green's Store, then Coogill's, then Neal's (Bruce's brother

Norm and his wile Val) -This was a mixed business. You could buy almost anything, even
kid's presents for Christmas. They used to sneak down and hide them. There were elothin#
(even suits!) and Manchester, wool etc down one side, groceries down the other.

6. Pitketley's Bakery (now Sandy's side block)

7. Mrs Evans

8. Bank (Alice's place, or possibly between Alice and Sharon)-Bank run by Frady(?) who

came from Birregurra. He had one stiff leg. When he drove hi T-model Ford he had his stiff

leg out on the running board.



9. Police Station - policeman was full-time until the early 50's. In 1954 Pat got license by
driving policeman (Davey?) To pub. He and Jim had a beer, then she drove him back to the
police station. He said "that will do" "but I haven't done any backing" "yes you did, you
rolled at the Pub".

10. Jackson's? -blue house

11. Whitehead's - mauve and pale blue

12. Shop - one side sold home-made pies, pastries and cakes, smallgoods, says, and Adam's
cakes. They also sold cigarettes, but were not allowed to after 7pm and had to keep them
under lock and key. The other side was a post office. There was a passage-way through to a
billiard room at the back, where there was also a telephone box. This shop was originally run
by Alf and Queenie Frizon (parents of Frank and Dorothy), then was bought by Mr Parke,
then Pescott's.

13. Trew's where Marg Fox's house used to be.

14. Shop. In Dot's time this was Muir's shop - a mixed business. It had shutters with steel
bars. In Pat's time it was Archibald's Store.

15. Where house with tram is now, was owned by Rumbold's

16. Next house was owned by Mrs Cord who always won the Melbourne Cup.

17. Mrs Flo Trew owned the house where Laura Tehan is now in Pat's time. In Dot's time it
was owned by Mrs Caldwell.

18. The Community Hall was on the vacant block next to Jacinth. Miller's.

Frizon Street

1. Trews lived next to Frizon's Mill.

2. Hopes lived where Thea and Adrian are now.

Blundy Street, starting from bottom

1. Mrs Black lived where Kurzman's are now. She had fruit trees and used to sell apples at
sixpence a pound. They were lovely.

2. Mrs Gooley lived up Blundy St and grew lovely boronia.

Hennigan Crescent, starting from Station Street

1. Hutchison's lived on corner of Hennigan Crescent and station street where Audrey Miller
lives now.



2. Trews lived opposite, second from the comer.

3. Woods lived where Jo and Grant are now, followed by Criswellas.

4. Ed Curtis owned house with green fence.

5. Ronnie Jackson owned Mara Luglio's house.

6. Washingtons (Pat and Jim) built Sheila's house in 1957. This was later owned by Peter

Hunt, then Cohn and Debbie Tebble. The fireplace in this house was built by an alcoholic. He
had to be fed beer to get him to work, On one occasion he went to the pub leaving a load of
wet cement in the cement mixer!

7. The Newcombes lived where Cliff is now. Seth Newcombe had a goitre operation which
left him paralysed. Mrs Newcombe used to drive around in a cart selling milk in a jug with
the cream on.

8. Jack Smith lived in Susan and Paul's house in Pat's time. Before that it was owned by
Orgies(?) and before that by Dot Frizon's parents.

9. The Forestry Commission bought Leo Coolhaas's house in the 1940's.
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No. 166
HARD

Fill the grid so
that every
column, every
row and every
3X3 box
contains the
digits 1 to 9

0 Tips at

www.sudoku.com

© Puzzles
by Pappucom
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